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Abstract 
This thesis addresses the problem of calibrating a stereoscopic camera with a minimum of 
necessary post-processing. This is achieved through a two step procedure, the first step of 
which is a calibration of the sensors in rotation by means of laser diffraction, without attached 
lenses. The second step involves attaching the lenses and using a simplified conventional 
image-based calibration to determine the effects of motions of the optical centres due to lens 
focusing. Mounting considerations and long-term stability are also addressed. 
This method enables the construction of a stereoscopic camera which requires no interpolative 
rectification, with the calibration maintaining accuracy over a range of focal distances. Such a 
camera is built and calibrated, and tested to demonstrate the validity of the predicted error 
estimates. This approach is shown to be effective in producing stereoscopic images for display 
which meet the requirements of the human visual system. A comparison of this approach with 
previously published methods is presented. 
Some or all of the techniques described in this thesis may be incorporated into existing 
calibration schemes to improve the quality of the produced stereoscopic images. The 
improvements provided by a hardware calibration as described may be especially valuable in 
applications where maintaining full sensor resolution in the displayed image is desired. 
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1 Introduction 
This introductory chapter sets out the basis for the thesis as a whole. The chapter begins in 1.1 
with a description of the thesis objectives, and summarises the hypothesis, aims and major 
achievements. 1.2 introduces the field of stereoscopy, while 1.3 shows some of the history of 
stereoscopic imaging. 1.4 describes the current state of stereoscopy, and 1.5 discusses some 
applications of current and future stereoscopic technology. 
In 1.6, the properties of the human visual system in terms of stereoscopy are discussed, and 
their implications for building stereoscopic cameras lead to the formulation of criteria which can 
be used to evaluate such cameras. 
Finally, section 1.7 describes the scope of the thesis, giving details of the core hardware and 
software to be used, while 1.8 provides a clear overview of the structure of both the work and 
this thesis document. 
1.1 Thesis objectives 
1.1.1 Hypothesis 
It is possible to design and construct a stereoscopic camera system which produces images for 
display that satisfies the requirements of the human visual system for comfortable, fused 
stereoscopic viewing. This can be achieved without any knowledge of the particular images for 
display, and need not involve any interpolative post-processing of the individual colour images. 
1.1.2 Aims 
To define the stereoscopic viewing requirements of the human visual system in terms of a 
digital image. 
To determine the relationship between image point movement and camera component 
movement. 
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To devise a set of reliable camera calibration techniques which calibrate the camera system 
such that minimal correction of captured images is required, and for any correction to be 
calculated and non-interpolative. 
To design and construct a stereoscopic camera system within a mounting framework which 
maintains the camera calibration while allowing flexibility of use. 
To meet or exceed the standards of camera calibration available with existing interpolative 
methods. 
1.1.3 Major achievements 
Interpretation of the requirements of the human visual system in terms of camera 
component movement and positioning accuracy 
Use of laser diffraction from a repetitively-structu red digital image sensor to position the 
sensors such that their rotations can be set with respect to an external coordinate system, 
decoupling the effect of camera rotation and translation parameters 
Use of a simplified lens calibration scheme which is accurate and robust yet contains no 
coupled parameters 
Use of highly accurate and robust mounting techniques to set components in position and 
maintain camera calibration 
Calculation of a camera yaw offset technique to minimise the effects of radial lens distortion 
in a stereoscopic camera system 
1.2 Stereoscopy 
I "Steree is derived from the Greek word stereos, meaning "solid" , and means "relating to 
space .2. Modern common usage of the word stereo is usually applied to sound, but it can also 
be used to describe images. 
Our natural mode of vision is stereoscopic. People have two eyes, separated in adults by a 
horizontal distance of around 65m M3, which see slightly different views of the world. The brain 
processes these differing images, and f uses as much of them as possible to present a 
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"cyclopean view"4 whereby the two views are seen as one. The brain also uses the differences 
between the images formed by each eye to give a sense of depth to fused objects in the field of 
view. This process is called binocular stereopsiS5. Stereopsis enables us to judge relative 
distances of objects, as well as to help distinguish objects camouflaged against a more distant 
background. 
A normal photograph contains only one view of the world, and so does not convey stereoscopic 
depth. It can contain other depth cues, such as perspective, but viewing them does not "feel" 
three-dimensional. However, the effect of having two eyes can be recreated by taking two 
pictures, from cameras spaced similarly to our eyes. Viewing the appropriate image with each 
eye results in a natural sense of stereoscopic depth 6. The combined left and right images 
constitute a stereoscopic image. Sometimes people talk about "31D pictures" instead, which is 
less correct but conveys a sense of the extra information included. Stereoscopic images are 
sometimes referred to as "2.5D J, because they have some three-dimensionality but not as 
much depth information as in a full 3D representation of a scene. For example, a stereoscopic 
representation of a scene contains information about objects' positions in all three dimensions, 
but only contains information about visible points and surfaces, unlike a full three-dimensional 
representation which contains information about all points and surfaces, not just those visible 
from a particular viewpoint. 
Stereo photography is useful because it presents a more realistic and informative image of a 
scene to a viewer than a conventional monoscopic photograph would. Examples of specific 
applications are discussed later in this chapter. 
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Figure 2- View-Master reels and viewer 
This was the first home stereo system to use colour, and was widely used. Around the same 
time, the technology of polarisation filters was advancing, allowing stereo projectors using this 
technique to be constructed. Though stereo photography was essentially a novelty at this time, 
it was again growing in popularity. View-Master's position was further cemented when it 
acquired the right to use Disney characters in its slides, opening its use up as a children's toy, 
and Fisher-Price Inc. (owned by Mattel Inc. ) still market it today. 
1.3.2 The repopularisation of stereoscopy 
In the 1950s, do-it-yourself stereo photography became popular. Until that time professionals 
produced most stereo photographs, which were reproduced and sold on to the general public. 
However, the development of Kodak's Koclachrome 35mm colour film enabled compact, user- 
friendly stereo cameras to be built. The Stereo Realist, shown in Figure 3, sold 130,000 stereo 
cameras in this period, and about that many again were made by other people. 
Figure 3- the Stereo Real i St8 
Unfortunately, this interest died out in the mid-1960s, and many of the stereo cameras in use 
today date back to those from the Realist era. However, two cameras may be joined together in 
order to take stereo images, or an ordinary camera may be modified by use of a bearnsplitter to 
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produce stereo image paire. Alternatively, a single camera may take both images in the stereo 
pair, simply being translated between exposures, but this method only works for static scenes. 
The first truly three-dimensional form of imaging was invented in 1947 by Dennis Gabor - the 
hologram. Holograms give a true 3D representation of an object, which allow the viewer to see 
the imaged object correctly from different angleslo. In the early 1960s their manufacture was 
simplified by the invention of the laser, but holograms remain difficult to produce compared to 
stereo pictures. Another form of producing genuinely three-dimensional scenes is volumetric 
imaging", which involves the formation of an image in a volume rather than a plane. However, 
volumetric imaging systems can only produce transparent objects, and currently operate at 
resolutions too low for a photographic-quality display. 
1.4 The current state of stereoscopy 
1.4.1 Methods of vievving in stereo 
Stereo images can be viewed in a number of ways. These vary in their geometrical 
arrangements, their comfort, and the scale on which the images can be presented. 
The simplest form of stereo viewing requires no special equipment to be used, and is often 
called "freeviewing". Using this method, the images are simply displayed side-by-side. There are 
two ways to f reeview, parallel (shown in Figure 4) and cross-eyed (shown in Figure 5). The side- 
by-side stereoscopic images in this thesis can be f reeviewed, if displayed or printed so that the 
separation is less than the viewer's interocular distance. 
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Figure 4- parallel freeviewing 
Parallel freeviewing is the most intuitive way to freeview. The left image is placed in front of the 
left eye, the right image in front of the right eye, and the eyes are allowed to relax until they 
converge at infinity. However, this does mean that images can't be any further apart than the 
interocular distance, since this would require the eyes to diverge in order for corresponding 
image points to fall on corresponding retinal locations. Though the technique is called parallel 
f reeviewing, it is also possible to freeview with convergence at any point f rom the display plane 
to infinity, depending on the separation of the images. The essential component of "parallel" 
freeviewing is that the eyes converge behind the display plane. 
Ö Figure 5- cross-eyed freeviewing 
Cross-eyed f reeviewing is an alternative technique there the eyes converge on a point between 
the head and the images. In this instance, the images are mounted the opposite way round to 
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the eyes, so that the crossed technique will allow each eye to see the correct image. This 
technique is often found more difficult than parallel freeviewing, but allows larger images to be 
viewed. This is because with parallel viewing, the images can be no further apart than the 
observer's eyes, since the eyes do not easily diverge. In contrast with parallel freeviewing, 
images viewed using the cross-eyed technique can be much larger, since the separation is only 
limited by how much the observer's eyes can be crossed. 
Freeviewing has the obvious advantage that it doesn't need a special viewer. On the other 
hand, the technique requires practice, and some people have a lot of difficulty doing it, while 
others cannot do it at all. 
These difficulties might be expected to rule out freeviewing, yet it has already enjoyed huge 
popularity in certain applications, such as the "Magic Eye" random dot autostereogram S12. 
These were made by taking a random dot image, and encoding depth information by 
horizontally shifting sets of dots by different amounts to create a second image. The two images 
can then be superimposed and freeviewed. 
6 An alternative to freeviewing is the anaglyph , shown in Figure 6. This uses colour to 
communicate the stereo information, and relies on the viewer wearing coloured glasses. One 
channel is usually red, the other can be blue, green or cyan - there is no definitive standard. 
Figure 6- anaglyph channels - red, and red removed 
The two coloured images, each representing one stereo channel, are superimposed and viewed 
through colour filter glasses, so that each eye sees the appropriate image, as shown in Figure 
7. 
Figure 7- combined anaglyph 
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Anaglyphs are comparatively easy to view, and cause relatively less eyestrain compared to 
freeviewing. However they do need a pair of glasses to produce the 3D effect, and there are 
associated problems. If an object in the original image is very red, for example, it will show up 
more strongly on the red channel than the other, and the stereo effect will suffer. If the filters 
used in the glasses don't completely remove the unwanted coloured image, then ghost images 
can be seen which cannot be stereoscopically fused, also known as crosstalk. People with 
some types of colour blindness, eye dominance and other visual problems can also experience 
problems with anaglyphs. 
Despite their problems, anaglyphs are used extensively, particularly in magazines, because 
they can be viewed by anyone with the right glasses - which can be made of card and folded 
flat, and are inexpensive to produce. 
Stereo can also be seen through slide viewing. This technique uses a pair of images with some 
kind of optical system that presents the correct image to each eye. These systems are very 
diverse, ranging from a simple pair of plastic lenses to a more complex piece of equipment such 
as a View-Master unit (as shown earlier in Figure 2). 
This is a very good way for an individual to view good stereo images, from a quality and comfort 
point of view. Each eye sees the intended image with no eyestrain (at least none arising from 
the viewing process, the images themselves are another matter), and it remains popular among 
stereo enthusiasts. 
Stereo images can also be viewed by f ield-sequential techniques, using shuttered glasses. In 
this method, alternate left and right channels are displayed at a fast frame rate, and the 
observer wears shuttering glasses that only allow the correct channel through at the correct 
time. The main drawback to this method is that the effective frame rate of the display is halved, 
which can be a problem with slow displays. Flickering can be a problem, as can image 
persistence effects in the display, which can cause crosstalk. 
Another conventional method of viewing stereo is polarised projection. This is an excellent 
technique for presenting stereo to a large audience - the images are projected on to a silvered 
screen with differing polarisation, and the audience views them through appropriate polarisation 
filtering glasses. The screen must be of the correct type to maintain polarisation during 
projection - normal white screens are inadequate. 
Though the polarisation method requires special projectors, screens and glasses, it remains 
unrivalled for presenting stereo images to more than one person at a time. There are fewer 
problems with ghosting than with anaglyphs, though the equipment is more costly. 
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In the last few years, development has proceeded on another type of stereoscopic display, 
which does not require the viewer to use any special eyewear. These are known as 
autostereoscopic displays 13 , an example of which 
is shown in Figure 8, the structure of which is 
shown in Figure 9. 
Figure 8- an example autostereoscopic display 14 . The image an the screen is simulated. 
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The above figure shows how one kind of autostereoscopic display works. A normal LCID screen 
sits behind a parallax barder element, which allows each eye to see only half the pixels on the 
LCID panel. For example, one eye sees the pixels marked as red in Figure 9, and the other eye 
sees the pixels marked as white. The barrier creates windows in the observer's space, which 
the observer must align with in order for each eye to see the correct set of pixels. The display 
may have a position indicator to aid this alignment. Head tracked displays are also under 
development, where the windows are moved by the display to follow the viewer's eyes. 
A stereo effect can then be created by vertically interlacing the left and right channels on the 
LCID panel, so that the observer's left eye sees the left channel and the right eye sees the right 
channel. In some displays, the stereo effect can be switched off, restoring the full display 
resolution of the LCD' 5. 
These displays have the potential to become very popular, but there is a demand for a means of 
getting real world images for display. This need provides a large amount of the motivation for 
research into stereoscopic camera technology, and hence this project. 
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Figure 9- autostereoscopic LCD 14 
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1.5 Applications of stereoscopic Imaging 
1.5.1 Examples 
Stereo imaging has a variety of real-world applications. One example is photography, and many 
photographs can be enhanced by the use of stereo. A sample of such photography is shown in 
Figure 10. 
Figure 10 -a stereo photograph, from the Ohio Stereo Photography Society 
In addition, stereo imaging can be used for entertainment purposes, in videogames. Virtual 
Reality was a first step towards this, but today's sophisticated 3D games (an example of which 
is shown in Figure 11) should be readily adaptable to stereo display. 
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Figure 11 - Messiah, a 3D game"' 
Stereo can also be used In medical Imaging, for example, to give doctors a clearer sense of the 
boundaries between parts of the body. It provides an alternative to false-colour enhancement, 
as the sensation of depth helps to distinguish objects from background. Stereo might be used In 
fields such as endoscopy, visuallsation of scanning results and remote surgery via 
telepresence. 
Architects and other CAD (Computer Aided Design) users can use stereoscopic systems to help 
create and present their designs, as even with computer generated images they generate a 
perception of solidity and reality. Stereoscopic displays can also be used to display a wide 
range of three-dimensional models, such as detailed molecular structures, which would appear 
cluttered or ambiguous In two dimensions. 
Another potential application is in the remote operation of vehicles' 7. A sense of the three- 
dimensional structure of the field of view can be highly valuable, and a stereo Imaging set-up 
would be especially useful to human operators In developing an Intuitive feel for the vehicle's 
movement. 
Other potential applications Include visualisation of complex 3D data (such as air traffic control), 
remote sales and surveying. 
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1.6 Human stereo viewing capabilities 
1.6.1 Overview 
The human visual system has evolved mechanisms for processing images from two eyes, and 
presenting a single "cyclopean" image which is enhanced with, among other things, a sense of 
the relative positioning and distances of objects in a scene. These mechanisms are tuned to the 
images produced by the eyes19, and to fool the brain into perceiving depth in artifical 
stereoscopic images, those images as presented by a display must be similar enough to ocular 
images to stimulate those mechanisms. 
These requirements on stereoscopic images for display set requirements for images captured 
by stereoscopic cameras. The following sections describe the stereoscopic capabilities of the 
human visual system, and state the most critical image parameters for stereoscopic viewing. 
Later, in 4, these parameters are quantified in terms of the properties of a stereoscopic camera. 
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1.6.2 Physiology of the human visual system'9 
The structure of the human visual system is shown below in Figure 12: 
Figure 12 - the human visual system19 
The light-sensitive cells on each eyeball's retina feed information into the brain through the optic 
nerves. At the chiasma, the optic nerves meet and redistribute the nerves so that the nerve flow 
is routed according to the half of the visual field (left or right), rather than by eyeball. Each 
resulting optic tract contains information on only one half of the visual field, but contains fibres 
corresponding to both eyes. The optic tracts terminate in the lateral geniculate bodies, and 
signals from the eyes are loosely mapped, by the spatial direction they correspond to in the 
visual field, into the optic radiations19. 
From there, the signals proceed to the visual cortex, a single structure which receives input and 
feeds back into both hemispheres of the brain, and it is in this area in which various tuned 
substructures process, among other things, stereoscopic information' 9. 
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This means that it is the properties of the visual cortex which define the stereoscopic 
capabilities of human vision. 
1.6.3 Stereopsis and depth perception 
It is important to distinguish between stereopsis and depth perception. When we look at the 
natural world, we have a sense of how far away things are - this is depth perception. This 
process operates via both monocular and binocular cues, while stereopsis operates as a purely 
binocular process' 8. 
In an ordinary 2D picture or video, we can have a sense of depth in the image. Cues for this 
perception include relative sizes of objects, interposition and occlusion, transparency, 
atmospheric perspective (illustrated in Figure 13), texture gradients, geometrical perspective, 
motion parallax, relative velocities and motion blur (the final 3 apply to video only). However, the 
perceived image retains a flat quality. 
Figure 13 - atmospheric perspective - the mist blurs distant objects more than close ones 
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Stereopsis is the interpretation of depth through retinal disparities arising from the separation of 
our eyes. When we look at a three-dimensional object, the image of that object falls in a 
different relative location on each retina -a retinal disparity. When the eyes converge at a point 
in space, there is a locus of points that produce corresponding images when viewed, called the 
9,24 
horopter' . Points 
falling in front of or behind this horopter show what are known as either 
crossed or uncrossed disparities, as illustrated in Figure 14. 
Panum's area 
r 
Figure 14 - the horopter and spatial Panum's area 
For a given corresponding image point on the retina, an area around it will trigger stereo fusion 
although the images are not exactly corresponding. This is known as Panum's area 20,24 , and 
extends approximately equally in both the horizontal and vertical directions' This has an 
analogous concept in object space, and means that points within a certain distance of the 
horopter can be fused. 
In normal, real vision, the restriction of stereopsis to Panum's area isn't a problem. When we 
look at something, our eyes focus and converge on it2l. 24 , and move the 
horopter so that the 
object falls within Panum's area and is in sharp focus. But in a stereo photograph, the camera 
has fixed the convergence and focus for the image, so the eyes can no longer move the 
horopter too far away from the display plane without losing stereo fusion. 
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1.6.4 Disparity 
In a stereoscopic image, differences in the locations of a point's image in the individual left and 
right images, as seen by the eye, are called disparities. A disparity indicates to the brain a 
point's distance from the horopter, and generally smaller f usable disparities are more 
comfortable to view. 
It is clearly desirable to be able to restrict the disparity range in an image pair captured by a 
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stereoscopic camera so that it can be viewed comfortably by most people . One way to 
achieve this is to narrow the separation between the two images captured, so that disparities 
are reduced correspondingly. Unfortunately, changing the stereo base can alter the perceived 
image, because the brain interprets disparities with respect to the separation of the eyes. A 
smaller stereo base (termed hypostereo23 -a larger than normal stereo base is termed 
hyperstereo23) would make objects appear to the brain to be physically larger than normal, a 
technique which is sometimes used to dramatic effect in stereo photography but which is 
unsuitable for many applications. If the stereo base cannot be reduced, it may be necessary to 
restrict the depth range of the scene to be imaged. An alternative is to use a shorter focal 
length, giving a wider field of view, which reduces the disparity in the image plane for a given 
separation. However, wide angle lenses tend to suffer from geometric and other distortions 
more than narrower field lenses. These three methods for altering disparity can be balanced to 
give the best result for a particular scene. 
Stereo viewing can be uncomfortable for people who are unused to viewing stereo images, 
because it may require the visual system to do something it is not used to doing. In everyday 
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life, our eyes converge and accommodate (focus) at the same distance , so that whatever 
we're looking at appears sharp. In stereo viewing, the optimum focal distance is not always the 
same as the convergence distance, so the viewer may be required to decouple these two 
mechanisms (the alternative being to fuse objects not at optimal focus), and doing so usually 
becomes easier with practiCe23. 
1.6.5 Horizontal and vertical disparity 
A point in the real world carries 3D information by virtue of the different image location it 
assumes when imaged from different points. An object will appear in different places in a pair of 
stereo images. This displacement can be resolved into horizontal and vertical disparities. 
Horizontal disparities are often desirable in stereo images, since they are the source of depth 
for the eyes to interpret. Our eyes are horizontally separated, so we expect an image shift in the 
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horizontal direction between them, and our eyes are designed to converge in a horizontal 
direction. The horizontal disparity should not be too large (greater than the eye separation on 
the display, because most people's eyes do not readily diverge 23) or stereopsis will fail, as 
image points lose correspondence on the retinas. Errors in horizontal disparity produce errors in 
stereoscopic depth but do not inherently cause problems fusing the images, provided the 
disparities remain within the limits described above. 
Vertical disparities in stereo images are generally undesirable. Our eyes do not have a vertical 
separation (in our head frame - we can tilt our heads as we like), and so we find little vertical 
disparity while viewing the natural world. Unnatural vertical disparity in images is not well 
tolerated by the visual system, since it corresponds to a parallax in a direction that our eyes are 
not separated in, and cannot ordinarily converge in. Though stereopsis can be preserved for 
small amounts of vertical disparity, it is increasingly uncomfortable to view images with 
increasing amounts of vertical disparity69 . For this reason, the minimisation of vertical disparity is 
a very important step in the creation of comfortably viewable stereo images. 
1.6.6 Human stereoscopic vision studies 
From studies of human stereoscopic vision, the average radius of Panum's If usional area has 
been determined to be approximately 6 arcminuteS20,24 . The way in which this translates to a 
size in an image depends on the conditions under which the image is viewed. 
For an observer at a distance of 50cm from a digital screen, for example a computer monitor, 
with a pixel pitch of 0.26mm, 1 arcminute is equal to 0.56 pixels on the screen. So, Panum's 
f usional area has a radius of 3.4 pixels on screen, under those conditions. 
Since binocular stereopsis requires that points to be fused fall within Panum'sfusional area, and 
the eyes cannot converge in a vertical direction, stereopsis requires corresponding points to 
have vertical disparities within ±3.4 pixels across a stereoscopic image pair, for the viewing 
conditions described above. Viewing at a closer distance to the screen or using a screen with a 
higher pixel pitch will decrease the allowable pixel disparity, and vice versa. Horizontal disparity 
is not bound to be within the ±3.4 pixel limit, since the eyes can converge in the horizontal 
direction to allow corresponding points with larger disparities to fall within Panum's area. 
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1.7 Structure of the project 
1.7.1 Objectives 
This thesis is primarily concerned with the hardware aspects of building a digital stereoscopic 
still camera. Some hardware problems may be corrected for or alleviated by post-processing, 
but such processing frequently degrades the images concerned. On the simplest level, a sub- 
pixel shift or image scaling (with the exception of stretching by an integer factor) reduces the 
amount of original image information through necessary interpolations, seen as a slight blurring. 
In a more complex form of stereoscopic processing, disparity reduction algorithms may leave 
blank spaces in an image where occlusions have obscured the parts of the scene necessary to 
reconstruct that area. Simple croppings leave the bulk of the pixel data intact, but lose those 
parts that are cropped out. Not only does post-processing affect the quality of the images, it also 
requires processing power, memory, and time to achieve. It is clearly desirable to reduce the 
amount of processing to the absolute minimum necessary to produce correct and comfortably- 
viewable images. 
The objectives of this thesis can be summarised as aiming to understand what is required to 
manufacture a high quality stereoscopic camera for producing stereoscopic images for human 
viewing, with minimal computer post-processing, and to produce such a camera. 
1.7.2 Equipment considerations 
The camera should have two heads, each containing its own optical system and sensor. There 
are many possible configurations, using either single or dual lenses and single or dual sensors, 
but the two-head system offers the most potential in that its drawbacks are more easily solved25. 
Two-head cameras are the most adaptable and versatile solution, are easily synchronised and 
can easily operate in a monoscopic mode. 
The camera should be digital, for a number of reasons. Using digital detectors rather than 
photographic film provides other advantages such as a consistent detector and cell size and a 
higher degree of flatneSS2627. Flatness is particularly important since out-of-plane distortion of 
photographic film frequently produces significant distortions in captured images. Consistency is 
also desirable because calibrations will be able to apply to a specific physical configuration, 
rather than a sequence of configurations which change every time the film moves. 
The camera's axes should be parallel rather than converged, to eliminate keystone distortion 
and depth plane curvature 25,69 due to convergence. The only conventional advantage of 
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converging axes is that such a configuration is useful for imaging close objects when the 
camera separation cannot be reduced enough to keep the horizontal disparities within 
acceptable limits without excessive cropping. With a parallel axis configuration, other solutions 
can be found, such as restricting the depth range of the scene or using wider angle lenses, 
which do not produce such adverse image distortions. Such a configuration can still produce a 
90% image overlap, using an 8mm lens, 2/3"format CCD, a camera separation of 1 Ocrn and an 
object distance of 1 m. A parallel configuration also simplifies the design of the camera's 
mounting, since it would not be required to accommodate varying convergences. 
The camera should be able to be adjusted in its axis separation. This allows for maximum 
flexibility in capturing images, since the range of horizontal disparities can be controlled. 
The camera will not make use of zoom lenses. This is partly because zoom lenses are generally 
not controllable or reliable to the same degree that most non-zoom lenses are, because of the 
requirement that they are able to adjust their focal length. While these problems may be soluble, 
it is more important to solve the other problems first. Since zoom lenses are an optional part of 
creating a stereo camera, zoom lenses are not be examined as part of this thesis. The lenses 
used should be broadly similar to those used in general consumer 35mm photography in terms 
of field of view, with as little distortion as possible. Low distortion is desirable because lens 
distortion correction relies on interpolating software, which, as it has already been explained, is 
undesirable. 
The size and appearance of the camera system are unimportant at this stage. While a compact 
and attractive camera is undoubtedly desirable for many applications, in this early design it is 
considered more important to understand how to produce as functional and accurate a camera 
as possible. 
1.7.3 Camera hardware 
The cameras used are Basler All OjCpS28 (f ormerly All 13CP). These are 2/3" format CCD 
cameras, with a 1300xIO30 pixel detector chip having 6.7ltrn square pixels, and a Bayer RG13 
colour filter arra/9. These cameras are selected for their small size (in order to achieve small 
separations in a parallel configuration), high resolution (in order to capture the most information 
possible within a scene), accurate exposure control (in order to take both images at precisely 
the same time), and progressive scan output (to give a high-quality image free from interlaced 
effects). They connect to the host computer through Imaging Technology PC-DIG 
framegrabbers, which are chosen because of their compatibility with the Common Vision Blox 
control tools, for ease of programming, and their ability to accept an external trigger, for 
purposes of synchronisation. The cameras are triggered using an Imasys Imatrig trigger unit, 
which allows the synchronisation of the two cameras. The main lenses are Schneider Cinegon 
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8mm lenses 30 , which are optimised 
to have low radial distortion (3% barrel distortion). Low 
distortion lenses produce lower stereoscopic errors due to their distortion, and are the 
appropriate choice for a fully hardware solution. The lenses attach to the camera using a C- 
mount. 
1.7.4 Software 
Basler provide their own camera control software in the from of a simple GUL In addition, the 
cameras may be controlled using basic serial port communication through an application such 
as Hype rterm i na, 31. Various applications are used to interpret and display the data from the 
framegrabbers, mostly written using the Common Vision B IOX32 tools. The primary stereo 
camera GUI is self-written in Microsoft Visual C++ and is used to display and capture 
simultaneous images from the camera pair. 
1.8 Overview 
The work in this thesis, and its organisation, can be summarised in Figure 15 below: 
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Figure 15 - thesis overview. Chapters are designated by the blue divisions and 
numbering 
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The properties of the human visual system set the requirements for stereoscopic images, as 
described in 1. These can be related to requirements for stereoscopic cameras, this relationship 
is calculated in 4 and is used to define the accuracy of the proposed camera calibration 
technique, described in 5 and 6. 
The past work in the area of camera calibration, summarised in 2, is built upon in devising an 
improved calibration technique, and the basis for improving past techniques is set out in 3. 
These improvements lead to the description of the new calibration technique, described in 5 and 
6. 
The new calibration technique described in 5 and 6 is used, along with mounting techniques 
described in 7, to build a calibrated stereoscopic camera, also described in 7. Images taken with 
this camera are evaluated in the context of both past calibration techniques and the 
requirements set on the images, in chapter 8. 
At the end of the thesis, 9 models the effects of lens distortion, and describes a new method for 
minimising those effects through stereoscopic camera calibration. 10 draws conclusions about 
the work contained in this thesis, and describes suggestions for further work and possible 
applications. Finally, 11 provides concise step-by-step descriptions of the calibration process, 
and 12 contains the list of references cited in this thesis. 
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2 Background 
This chapter summarises previous relevant work in the area of stereoscopic camera design and 
calibration. 2.1 discusses digital cameras, and the stereoscopic implications of using charge 
coupled devices for image capture. Stereoscopic camera calibration in perhaps its conceptually 
simplest form consists of calibrating two single cameras, and 2.2 describes the available 
schemes for this. 2.3 describes the four basic stereoscopic camera design types, and their 
relative merits, while 2.4 discusses issues in and available schemes for stereoscopic camera 
calibration. Finally, 2.5 evaluates the existing material and identifies the deficiencies to be 
addressed in this thesis. 
Z1 Monoscopic camera technology 
2.1.1 Digital cameras 
Traditionally, photography has used film-based cameras. These use aI ight-sensitive film, which 
is exposed to the scene for a short time, and later developed and processed to produce a 
printed picture. This method has the advantage of low cost but is restricted by the need to keep 
replacing the film, and the time-consuming developing process. Some cameras such as the 
Polaroids can produce nearly instant pictures, but the quality is generally poorer. 
Digital cameras need no f ilm replacement or developing time, instead capturing the images on a 
light-sensitive electronic sensor. The pictures are ready for transfer and display as soon as they 
are taken, and are also ideally suited to the growing use of home editing, since they can be 
manipulated on a home computer. Images can also be inspected and selected for retention or 
erasure immediately after exposure. 
Digital cameras are a recent entry into the mass market, the first true example arriving in late 
1992. The Logitech Fotoman33, pictured in Figure 16, was a simple black and white camera, 
with 376x284 pixels, but was followed by a rapid flow of more and more sophisticated cameras. 
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Figure 16 - the Logitech Fotoman 
Today, digital cameras are of a quality that compares well to film. At the time of writing, one of 
the most advanced is the Nikon DII X, shown in Figure 17, which has a 4024xl 324 pixel sensor, 
outputting 12 bits per channel RGB colour. 
Figure 17 - the Nikon DIX 
Digital cameras also have the ability to carry out image processing within the camera itself, 
which is important for many applications. Instead of applying special colour filters to the camera, 
the colour balance can be changed internally, for example. Overall, there is a high degree of 
flexibility in the use of digital cameras, which makes them ideal for use in many demanding 
applications. They are also well suited to being used to capture stereo images for display on a 
digital screen. 
2.1.2 CCDs 
Digital cameras use photosensitive silicon sensors. Currently the highest quality sensors are 
Charge Coupled Devices34 35 (CCDs), though in the future these may be replaced by CMOS36 
sensors capable of on-chip image processing. CMOS sensors are cheaper and easy to 
produce, but CCDs may have the advantage of not requiring long exposure times (which is 
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important for imaging where the camera and objects in the scene are moving relative to each 
other), partly since the bulk of the chip can be light sensitive. This sensitivity helps to give higher 
signal to noise ratios, and for this reason they are most suited to high-quality imaging. However, 
they have their limitations, the most relevant of which to stereoscopic imaging are discussed in 
sections 2.1.4 to 2.1.11. 
2.1.3 CCD operation 
When a CCD is exposed, incident photons cause electrons to accumulate in the pixels. These 
charge packets are passed across the sensor and transferred in series to electronics which 
measure the magnitude of the charge. The transfer or charge from one pixel to the next is 
achieved by means of charge coupling 37 , illustrated in Figure 18 and Figure 19. 
Figure 18 - how charge is moved from pixel to pixel by charge coupling38, the red lines 
indicate the voltage applied to the pixels and the blue blobs indicate the position of 
collected charge 
The charges accumulate in packets in the image array, held in place by the applied voltage. 
During charge coupling, the applied voltage is shifted across the array, and the charge packets 
are drawn across with it. 
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Figure 19 - the order In which pixels are read out from a CCD array. The array shown Is 
very low-resolution for simplicity. 
Figure 19 illustrates how the charge is read out from the array. Each row shifts downwards, then 
the pixels shift horizontally along the readout row until the row is emptied. The process repeats 
until the whole image is read out. 
2.1.4 Saturation 
A CCD pixel can only hold a certain amount of charge, called the full-well capacity, before extra 
charge spills over into the surrounding sensor, rather than being held within the pixel's potential 
well. The parts of the range from no charge to f ull-well charge are not equally useful, because at 
some fraction of maximum capacity the response of the CCD becomes nonlinear (as shown in 
Figure 20 below), and the response to incident light decreases. This can reduce contrast in 
highly-exposed areas of an image, and is termed saturation in the sensor. 
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photons) 
Figure 20 - graph to show CCD nonlinearity" 
A second type of saturation can occur in the conversion to digital output if the gain is high 
enough that the bit-depth of the output is insufficient to represent the pixels' dynamic range. 
Saturation is a problem for stereoscopic imaging in cases where saturation sets in at different 
light levels between the cameras. If one camera saturates before another, different colours will 
be produced in the two cameras for the same object, and this requires a complex correction 
during post-processing to remedy. Areas of saturation can also be difficult to match 
stereoscopically, due to the lack of contrasting features within them. 
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Care should be taken to avoid saturation (in either the pixels or the control electronics) by 
choosing appropriate exposure times and gain settings. 
2.1.5 Quantum noise (also known as shot noise) 
This is the noise inherent to any signal which is made up of discrete quanta, in this case 
photonS39 . The standard deviation of the number of quanta received 
is derived from Poisson 
statistics as the square root of the mean number of counts. This noise implies a signal to noise 
ratio of the square root of the mean number of counts, and so the relative amount of noise 
decreases with an increasing number of photons collected. In any imaging device, this means 
that the deeper the well (the more photons that can be counted by a pixel before saturation), the 
better the signal to noise ratio can be. 
A high signal to noise ratio is usually desirable in images. Specifically, high SNRs provide a 
more accurate representation of the scene captured, and so exposures should be long enough 
that as many photons are captured as possible before effects such as saturation arise, in order 
to minimise image noise. 
2.1.6 Charge Transfer Efficiency 
CCDs read the images out by means of charge coupling, but the interface between the silicon 
substrate and the insulating oxide layer is imperfect, which means that some fraction of 
electrons are lost each time they shift across. The fraction of electrons that make it across each 
time is called the Charge Transfer Efficiency (CTE), and should ideally be as close to one as 
possible. CTE is often expressed using Charge Transfer Inefficiency (CTI), which is I -CTE, 
since the CTI is typically of the order of 10-5. 
If the CTE is less than one, not only will the count of each pixel be reduced, but also the charge 
that gets left behind will add to the charge that moves into that cell. This is significant in high 
contrast situations where a very bright pixel is transferred out of a cell, and a dim pixel is 
transferred in. The electrons left behind by the former can significantly add to the count in the 
latter, and this shows in images as a "tail" behind bright pixels. This is most problematic in 
sensors where the well depth is large, so that the inefficiency translates into a number of 
electrons which is significant compared to the counts in dark areas. The number of charge 
transfers necessary to read a pixel out will determine the fraction of its charge it is likely to lose. 
Dim tails behind bright pixels in dark areas are unlikely to be problematic in normal stereoscopic 
images, because the effect is usually so small, but may produce slight colour problems in 
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certain types of colour-masked sensor. Extremely bright pixels in areas of almost total darkness 
rarely occur in well-illuminated images (unlike, for example, in astrophotography), but may occur 
on a colour masked sensor where the scene contains a colour which doesn't transmit through 
one of the colour filters. Some typical R, G and B filter transmissions are shown in Figure 21. 
Figure 21 - typical spectral response of R, G and B filters used for colour masking. Figure 
from Sony"O. 
For example, at around 615nm, there is almost zero transmission in the B filter, but over 85% 
transmission in the R filter. If an object emitting at this wavelength were imaged by a sensor 
where R and B pixels were adjacent, charge transfer inefficiency could lead to incorrectly high 
values of the affected B pixels. However, since the G filter has a transmission of greater than 
4% for all visible wavelengths, if R and B pixels do not occur in the same lines, then this effect 
will not occur, such as in Bayer-patterned sensorS41. 
Bann 
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Figure 22 - the Bayer colour mask pattern 
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2.1.7 Bad pixels 
Bad pixels in a sensor array can cause some of the most serious image defects. An array may 
contain some pixels that have an unusually low response, or an unusually high background 
count. These not only distort the signal for that pixel, but also often have a very poor CTE and 
so affect the whole line of pixels behind them, producing lines across images taken with the 
device. Physically this can only be remedied by replacing the CCD, though image processing 
software can attempt to disguise the defects. 
Bad pixels do not have matching counterparts in the other camera of a stereo pair, and so 
produce image pixels which have no stereo correspondence. These would be seen as artef acts 
in the stereoscopic image, which may cause problems during stereoscopic viewing. 
2.1.8 Quantum Efficiency (QE) 
This is defined as the ratio of photons incident on the detector to photons detected. It would 
ideally be as close to unity as possible, but is lowered by reflection and absorption in non- 
sensitive regions of the detector, such as the electrode or below the potential well. This can be 
improved at long wavelengths by using more transparent electrodes (e. g. polysilicon), or more 
recently at shorter wavelengths as well by using indiurn tin oxide gatee 2. The response with 
wavelength is non-uniform, and the relationship for one type of CCD is shown later in Figure 56. 
Another way around this problem is to illuminate the CCD from the back instead of the front - 
while this does improve QE, it requires the device to be considerably thinned. This adds 
complexity to the manufacturing process, reducing yield and increasing cost43 , hence it isn't 
ideal for a consumer product. 
A high quantum efficiency is important for stereoscopic imaging, because it reduces the 
necessary exposure time for an image. If exposure times can be minimised, so can the 
apparent motions of moving objects in a scene during the exposure, so that motion blur is less 
apparent. 
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2.1.9 Blooming 
If more electrons than the f ull-well capacity are generated in a pixel, they spill out into the 
surrounding pixels, appearing as continuous saturated sections of columns in an image. 
Blooming can be avoided by using a short enough exposure time that excessive charge does 
not accumulate, or by use of anti-blooming chip designs. Anti-blooming gates drain away 
excess amounts of charge so that it does not spill into neighbouring pixels, though this comes at 
the expense of a reduction in active area (and therefore QE) of around 30%44. 
Blooming constitutes a problem in stereoscopic images where it occurs. Blooming features, 
apart from being artificial and unrepresented in normal human vision, are unlikely to match as 
precisely as the normal parts of the images. 
Use of anti-blooming sensors allows scenes with high contrast to be captured without 
underexposure in dark areas or blooming in bright ones. However, any pixels which have made 
use of the anti-blooming gates have saturated, so measures to deal with saturation (as outlined 
in 2.1.4) should, where possible, be employed in any situation where blooming may potentially 
occur. If saturation can be eliminated, the more serious artefacts caused by blooming will also 
be prevented. 
2.1.10 Pixel response 
The pixels in the array generally do not all have exactly the same OE. This means that if the 
chip were to be uniformly brightly illuminated (to minimise the effects of quantum noise, as 
discussed in 2.1.5), the image produced would not be uniform, and would show a noisy or 
blotchy effect. This can be substantially compensated for in post-processing using a flatfield - 
an image taken at uniform bright illumination (to minimise quantum noise) which is used to 
normalise each pixel's response. Multiple images are sometimes used for flatfields, to further 
reduce quantum noise levels. 
If pixels in the sensors of a stereoscopic camera have a widely varying response, features with 
a size of one pixel may appear in one image but not another. This may present problems for 
stereo viewing because may not be possible to stereoscopically interpret a feature that does not 
appear in both images. If pixel response is sufficiently non-uniform, flatfielding may be 
necessary. 
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2.1.11 Dark current 
This is the response of the CCD due to electron liberation through thermal excitation, and 
means that over the duration of the exposure there will be a cumulative background count 
dependent on the temperature and the exposure time. This can be reduced by cooling the chip, 
but since this project is considering exposures of a fraction of a second with reasonably bright 
scenes (as opposed to, for example, astrophotography), the noise levels at room temperature 
do not cause significant problemsý5 - 
Dark current can reduce the dynamic range, and therefore contrast, of the camera output if it is 
of a high enough magnitude, which makes features harder to distinguish, and may need special 
attention if images are being taken of dark scenes with long exposure times. 
Z2 Single camera calibration 
Camera calibration has been a field of research for over 100 years. As techniques have become 
more sensitive, the parameters of camera systems have been measured more accurately, and 
different types of distortions introduced by lenses have been uncovered". 
2.2.1 Understanding the terminology behind image formation 
There are two approaches and sets of possible terminology to use when discussing image 
formation by lenses and sensors. 
The first is a treatment where the sensor determines the main axis (called the principal axis) of 
the system as the normal to the surface of the sensor which passes through the theoretical 
pinhole This is a construction that represents the centre of an ideal lens system, through which 
light rays pass undeviated. Ught from the scene enters through the pinhole, from which the rays 
emerge to form the image. The point at which the principal axis intersects the image plane is 
called the principal point, and the distance from the principal point to the pinhole is called the 
principal distance. Distortion effects due to the lens are added afterwards, and if the distortions 
are centred around a different point to the principal point, a linear offset is applied to allow the 
distortions to be modelled using the principal point as their centre. 
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The second is a treatment where the lens determines the main axis (called the optical axis) of 
the system as the axis along which distortions due to the lens are centred. Instead of treating 
the lens as a pinhole, the lens instead is modelled as having two nodal points, one front and 
one rear. Light from the scene enters through the front nodal point, and emerges from the rear 
nodal point to form the image. The point at which the optical axis intersects the image plane is 
called the optical centre (also sometimes confusingly called the principal point), and the 
distance from the optical centre to the rear nodal point is called the effective focal length. All 
lens-based aberrations are modelled using the optical centre as their centre. 
Choosing which approach to use depends largely on the relative importance of lens and sensor 
effects. The principal axis approach has the advantage of ease of measurement, because the 
sensor is an easier object to physically measure than the nodal points of a lens. The optical axis 
approach is a truer reflection of reality, because it does not need to make offsets or 
approximations in the distortion centre to fit the chosen axis. However, because the optical axis 
relies on distortions for its definition, it is difficult to determine accurately in cases where the 
distortions are small. Because low distortion lenses have specifically been chosen in section 
1.7, and are preferred for use in a stereoscopic camera because they cause smaller false 
disparities, it is more appropriate to use the principal axis approach in describing how images 
are formed by such cameras. Where principal point is used in this thesis relation to lens 
aberrations such as distortion, a linear offset as described here from the position defined in 
section 2.2.2 is implicit. 
A more detailed description of the principal axis and principal point concepts follows in sections 
2.2.2 and 2.2.3. 
2.2.2 Principal point 
The principal axis of a camera is the perpendicular to the image plane which passes through the 
lens centre (theoretical pinhole or in practice, the rear nodal point). The principal point is the 
point at which the image plane and the principal axis intersect. The distance from the principal 
point to the lens centre is called the principal distance, which is approximately equal to the lens 
focal length at infinity focus. Figure 23 illustrates the geometry: 
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Figure 23 - principal axis and principal point 
The principal point is difficult to find because it is defined by the lens centre, which is hard to 
locate physical ly47. Many methods have been suggested for finding it, with varying degrees of 
accuracy. Photogrammetric methods used for aerial cameras can locate the principal point to 
around 1 OýIM47 , but these are not readily applicable to normal machine vision systems, which 
are not built to the same standards. The methods traditionally used for most cameras are much 
less accurate, because the construction of machine vision systems is typically inferior to 
photogrammetric systems in terms of rigidity, resolution, component quality and initial 
component positioning. These deficiencies would outweigh the advantages of an accurate 
calibration procedure. 
It is often important to know the location of the principal point in stereo photography because 
images need to be matched to each other, and the principal point is one of the parameters 
which determines the transformation from object space (the three-dimensional space of the 
physical world) to image space (the two-dimensional space containing the image plane). If the 
principal points between stereo cameras differ by an unknown amount, the alignment of those 
images requires feature recognition, which can be imprecise and unreliable. 
2.2.3 Principal distance 
The principal distance of a camera effectively determines the scale of an image. Increasing this 
distance decreases the amount of the world that the imaging surface is exposed to, zooming the 
image in. The principal distance is another parameter that determines the mapping of object 
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space to image space, and in a stereo camera the principal distances (or at least their ratio) 
need to be known in order to rectify the images for display. 
2.2.4 Lens distortion 
The main component of lens distortion is usually radial, and can be defined relative to the 
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principal point of the camera , the radius being a line between the image point (the location of 
an imaged object point in image space) and the principal point. This distortion moves an image 
point along its radius by an amount dependent on the radial distance, and is illustrated in Figure 
24. 
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Figure 24 - image before and after radial distortion 
In early calibration work, this distortion was partially balanced out by varying the assumed value 
of principal distance47 , because a radial distortion has an overall zooming characteristic. But this 
method was flawed because the zoom caused by radial distortion varies with radius, unlike that 
caused by varying the principal distance value. 
Radial distortion is now modelled as a polynomial function 26 : 
Ar = r. (k, r 
2+ k2r 4+ k3r' + 
Equation 1 
where Ar is the radial distortion, r is the image point radius, and the kn are the radial distortion 
coefficients. Often the distortion can be modelled using just the k, coefficient, but the k2 and k3 
coefficients are sometimes used for better accuracy or with wide-angle lenses. 
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Lens distortion also has a tangential component, sometimes called decentring distortion 
because it can be caused by decentring of lens elements. The effect is similar (though not 
identical) to adding a small prism to the lens systeM47 . Tangential distortion moves an image 
point tangentially by an amount dependent on both its radius and its radial angle. 
Tangential distortion can be modelled aS26: 
Ax = PI '(Yr 
2 +3Xr2 )+ 2P2 'Xr -Yr 
Ay = P2, - 
(Xr 2 +3 yr2) + 2P, 'Xr -Yr 
Equation 2 
where Xr and y, are Cartesian coordinates relative to the principal point, and P, and P2 are the 
tangential distortion coefficients. The profile function P(r), which is the tangential distortion at a 
radial distance r (equal to Axr 2+yr 2)), along the axis of maximum tangential distortion, Is related 
to the coefficients by: 
2 
NF-2 +p2 p. P(r) =rI 2 
Equation 3 
Lens distortion is often a necessary effect to account for in an accurate camera calibration 48 , 
and can be compensated for to varying extents by using a least squares fit with the above 
models, or by other novel methodsýg. An offset to the principal point can also be used to 
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compensate for tangential distortion , though this is not an exact correction. 
2.2.5 Camera parameters 
The intrinsic (relating to the camera's interior) and extrinsic (relating to the camera's exterior) 
parameters are directly related to the view of the object space. To derive these parameters, it is 
sufficient to observe a scene with a number of features whose positions relative to the camera 
are known. Standard calibration targets can be used for this purpose, as can natural scenes on 
Earth that have been carefully surveyed, and even stellar images have been used for 
calibration. A simple pinhole camera model can be used as shown in Figure 25 below: 
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Figure 25 - pinhole optical geometry 
Figure 25 shows a point in object space with object (or world) coordinates (X, Y, Z), the lens 
centre defined as the origin of the X, Y, Z object coordinates, and a front-projected image plane 
with image coordinates x, y, at a Z-distance c from the lens centre. The origin of the image 
coordinates is at the top left of the image, and the object point produces an image point in the 
image plane, at (x, y). 
The front-projected image plane is a construction used to simplify the description of the imaging 
device. The actual image is formed in a plane behind the lens centre (with at -c on the Z-axis) 
and is inverted. Reflecting the image plane in the Z=O plane gives the front-projected image 
plane, in which the X and x directions and the Y and y directions are aligned. 
The relationship between the object space and image space can be expressed as: 
x 
x= X0 + C. P.,. - z 
y 
y -.: YO + C. PY - 
Equation 4 
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where x and y are the image coordinates (in pixels, in the detector plane) relative to the 
principal point, xo, yo, c is the principal distance, p, and py are the number of pixels per unit 
length, and X, Y and Z are world coordinates defined relative to the image plane, with the origin 
at the lens centre. 
2.2.6 Camera calibration 
Least squares or other optimisation methods can be used to derive the camera parameters 
given a set of known points in space corresponding to measured features in an image 58. This is 
known as camera calibration, and relies upon the use of a calibrated target to define these 
control pointS57 . The accuracy with which the spatial positions of these control points are known 
partly determines the accuracy of the camera calibration. 
Camera calibration can take one of two approaches. The target may be three-dimensional 50, in 
which case one image may be sufficient for calibration. Alternatively, the target may be two- 
dimensional' 10, in which case multiple views are required. 
The requirement that a calibrated target must be used is generally restrictive 57 , especially in the 
case of three-dimensional targets, although the results can be highly accurate"O. As with all 
calibration schemes where a target is used, the calibration may not perform well outside the 
spatial range defined by that targe t74 . As described in 3.2.1, calibration is generally susceptible 
to errors introduced by coupled parameters. Some methods derive the rotational and 
translational parameters separately using measurements such as vanishing points of parallel 
lines", which do not depend on position. The accuracy of such methods is so far not as good as 
for conventional methodS51,110. 
2.2.7 Self-calibrabon 
Also known as autocalibration or bundle adjustment, this technique uses multiple images of a 
target to determine both the camera parameters and the world coordinates of the target 
pointS52 . 
The 1 O-parameter model used for digital camera self-calibration iS53: 
x, - 
ir-. Ac + x,. r 
2. kl + x,. r 
4. k2 +Xr-r 6 k3 + (2Xr2 + r'). P, + 2P2 -Xr -Yr + bi 'Xr + 
b2. yr -: -c. 
x 
cZ 
- 
Z- 24622). p 
y 
Yr -AC + Yr *r 
kl + y,. r k Yr 'Yr'Xr = -C-- c2+ 
Yr. r 13 + (2 +r +2P2 
Z 
Equation 5 
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Ac is the change in principal distance (expressed as a decimal fraction), bi and b2 are empirical 
correction terms for differential scaling and non-orthogonality between x and y axes, and other 
symbols are as defined above. This can be seen to be a modification of the simple pinhole 
model in the section above, to account for lens distortion, changes in principal point and 
distance, and non-orthogonality, and is not specific to self-calibration techniques. The two b 
terms can be omitted for digital CCD cameras with square pixels to leave an 8-parameter 
model, and for low-accuracy applications, only the 4 parameters of principal point, principal 
distance, and first radial distortion coefficiene 6 are used. 
Self-calibration finds the parameters in the above equation without knowing the world 
coordinates X, Y and Z, which is useful in situations where the target itself cannot be measured 
accuratelyý4. All that is known about the target is that it remains the same between images. 
There are different ways to apply this technique and solve for the camera parameters, such as 
using multiple views of flat targete*5 or using camera motion confined to a plane5,3 - usually the 
method will use some Wind of constraint to aid in an accurate calibration. One of the conclusions 
from self-calibration is that the measurement of image points is more important for camera 
calibration than having a well-calibrated targe t57. 
Self-calibration has many advantages over conventional calibration, but care must be taken with 
the results. If measurements are constrained in some way not accounted for in the method, one 
or more parameters may be poorly defined58. Though the technique can be very versatile and 
does not require a calibrated target, this is often at the expense of accuracy in determining the 
calibrated parametersP. 
2.2.8 Types of self-calibration 
Self-calibration can be performed in a variety of ways, but can be broadly classified Into three 
types. 
The first is global nonlinear minimisation, and covers calibrations where values for all camera 
parameters are found by an iterative minimisation algorithm. The quantity to be minimised 
varies with the calibration scheme, but is generally a measure of the errors in the equations 
relating the scene and image, for a given set of camera parameters. The nature of this process 
means that initial estimates for the parameters are required, and if these are not close to the 
actual values, the algorithm may converge to a local rather than a global minimum, giving 
incorrect results59. Applications of this type of calibration are numeroUSS2.60,61.55,57, and where the 
55,57 accuracy is quoted , the accuracy is generally good. 
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The second method is the closed form solution, where the calibration is used to determine all 
the camera parameters through solving linear equations. Such algorithms are not as 
computationally intensive as nonlinear minimisation methods, and the calibrated parameters are 
not affected by an inaccurate initial estimate. The main drawback is that noise in the extraction 
of calibration features leads to inaccuracy in the calibration parameters59. Applications using this 
type of calibration 62,109 are less numerous than those using minimisation techniques, and where 
a method's accuracy is quoted'm it tends to be relatively poor. 
The third type is a mixture of the first two, known as a two-step solution. Some parameters are 
found by analytical methods, while others are calculated using a nonlinear minimisation 
algorithm. Parameters found by analytical methods are usually determined first, because they 
help to constrain the parameters found by the optimisation. Applications of this type of 
calibration are numeroUS63.101,64.74,85, and where accuracy is quoted 74,85 the results are generally 
quite good. 
Because self-calibration does not require a calibrated target, it is relatively easy to perform. 
However, the above variety of methods illustrates how a balance must be struck between 
accuracy and stability of any self-calibration scheme. 
Z3 Stereoscopic camera design 
2.3.1 Basis for classification of stereoscopic camerasýs 
Stereoscopic cameras exist in a variety of forms, but they fall into four simple categories based 
upon the number of lenses and sensors employed. Cameras can have either one sensor or 
multiple sensors, and one lens or multiple lenses. The merits of these designs are discussed 
below. 
2.3.2 Single lens, single senSOý5 
This is perhaps the simplest stereoscopic camera design, and consists of one lens and one 
sensor combined in a single camera unit, which takes two images of an object from different 
viewpoints. Figure 26 shows an example of such an arrangement. 
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Figure 26 - single lens, single sensor stereoscopic camera. The camera takes two images 
from different horizontal positions 
Arrangements based on this principle 65 9 are in many ways ideal for stereoscopy. In terms of 
parameters such as rotation, translation, pdncipal point and principal distance the two views are 
identical except for the horizontal translation between the views. Calibration must only address 
the issue of an accurate translation mechanism, and depending on the system perhaps a lens 
calibration. 
However, there is one significant disadvantage to this method of acquiring stereoscopic images. 
The two views are different in one important respect, the time at which the view is captured. 
This makes this arrangement highly unsuitable for imaging any scene for which there is 
significant motion between the views being captured, as this will introduce significant 
stereoscopic errors. 
2.3.3 Single lens, multiple sensors 25 
This design uses a single lens to form two simultaneous images. The two viewpoints are usually 
created by using lenses or mirrors to split the field of view of the main lens. An example of this is 
shown in Figure 27 below. 
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Figure 27 - single lens, multiple sensor stereoscopic camera. The mirror arrangement 
creates two viewpoints which are imaged on to the two sensors through a single lens 
Arrangements of this type 66 are popular with amateur enthusiasts, because mirror assemblies 
can often be attached to ordinary cameras at low cost. Under such circumstances, a single 
detector (often film) acquires two different images side by side. 
Multiple components need to be aligned in the mirror or secondary lens arrangement, and the 
primary lens must produce acceptable images far away from the optical axis. There are no 
particular synchronisation problems, but crosstalk (leaking of image information between the 
two views) is a possible drawback. 
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2.3.4 Multiple lenses, single sensor25 
This arrangement uses multiple lenses which have different viewpoints. The images are placed 
side by side on a single sensor using an optical folding system. An example of this type of 
stereo camera is shown in Figure 28 below. 
N 
object to be imaged 
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mirrors sensor 
Figure 28 - multiple lens, single sensor stereoscopic camera. The mirror arrangement 
combines the two views of the object into a pair side by side on the sensor 
Cameras of this type 67 are typically not very versatile because of the fixed single sensor, and 
multiple optical surfaces must be precisely aligned. Calibration of the lenses must be performed. 
The single sensor does however provide cost savings over a multi-sensor camera, and the 
properties of the fractions of the sensor are typically very similar. The single sensor also means 
that each image in the stereoscopic pair can not use the full resolution of the sensor. 
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2.3.5 Multiple lenses, multiple sensors 
This type of stereoscopic camera uses multiple lenses, each with their own image sensor. The 
lens-sensor systems are typically contained inside individual camera bodies. An example of this 
type of system is shown in Figure 29 below. 
object to be imaged 
lenses 
sensors 
Figure 29 - multiple lens, multiple sensor stereoscopic camera. Each camera head, 
consisting of one lens and one sensor, is self contained, and each views the scene from 
a different viewpoint 
Camera systems of this type 68 74 tend to have the highest component cost, and have multiple 
components to align. Lenses must be matched or calibrated, and the sensors must be aligned 
or calibrated also. However, the arrangement produces full sensor resolution images, and is 
flexible and adaptable in that camera separation and relative orientation can be varied without 
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changing the optical paths enclosed in the instrument. Such a system can also be easily 
assembled from single camera components. 
24 Stereoscopic camera calibration 
2.4.1 Image distortions in stereoscopic imaging 
There are various image distortions that can arise during the capture and display of stereo 
images which introduce artificial disparitie s69,70 . The major ones are listed here, along with some 
suggestions for limiting their negative effects. 
2.4.2 Depth plane curvature 
Arises when using a "toed-inn camera configuration (where the optical axes converge before 
infinity). The depth planes curve so objects at the centre of the image appear closer than ones 
at the edgeS69,70 . This error in the horizontal 
disparity can be removed by using parallel 
cameras. 
2.4.3 Depth nonlineadty 
Occurs if the object infinity plane is displayed anywhere other than infinity in the image. This 
brings the depth planes forward, compressing the depth between the display and infinity, and 
9,70 
stretching depth in front of the display' . Though this isn't a major problem with still 
images, it 
may look odd, and it gives an impression of false velocity changes when viewing stereoscopic 
video. The solution would appear to be to display object infinity at image infinity (one of the 
properties of so-called orthostereoscopic display23) , but this conflicts with the human factors 
requirement that the depth be constrained to a volume near the display itseliro. 
2.4.4 Shear distortion 
This arises when the observer moves around while viewing a stereo image. If he moves 
laterally, images in front of the display plane appear to follow him, while images behind it move 
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in the opposite direction 69. This produces an apparent motion of a still image, and the only 
obvious solution is for the observer not to move. This distortion has no effect on stereo fusion, 
but is an unnatural effect to observe during vievAng. 
2.4.5 Depth magnification 
Errors occur when the image is enlarged or reduced for presentation. Since depth is not linearly 
related to the x and y dimensions of the image, a magnification in the x and y dimensions does 
not produce a correct magnification in depth69 . This can change the amount of perceived depth 
when images are viewed at different sizes. The only proper solution is to tailor the image 
capture to the display, though the development algorithms to vary depth independently of x and 
y would be another approach. 
2.4.6 Keystone distortion 
This is another distortion that is caused by using a toed-in (ie non-parallel) camera 
configuration. If the camera axes are non-parallel, the image planes are also not parallel, and so 
the sides of each camera's image planes appear at different distances from the observe r09,70. 
This introduces a significant amount of false vertical disparity at the edges, and the solution is to 
use parallel cameras. 
2.4.7 Lens distortion 
This is also known as barrel and pincushion distortion, and is one of the Seidel aberrations7l 72 
(and most significant one for multiple lens assemblies, since the other aberrations can be 
largely corrected 8). It may arise from using spherical lens elements, and has a large effect on 
the comers of images, either stretching them outward (pincushion) or squashing them Inward 
(barrel). This gives rise to both horizontal and vertical disparities, and is a big problem with 
some short focal length lenses. The solution is to use better lenses, sometimes helped by 
aspherical elementW' in the lens assembly. Lens distortion is described above in section 2.2.4. 
2.4.8 Brightness and colour variation 
These cause problems in recognising point correspondences, especially in areas of gradual 
brightness or colour gradient in images, and can arise under two circumstances. Firstly, one or 
both views may suffer from vignetting, imposing a brightness change on the images which is not 
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identical for points in the scene. This can in principle be calibrated out, but it is preferable to use 
systems with as little vignetting as possible. The second circumstance is where the two views 
are acquired with a different sensitivity in one, two or all three colours. This can be minimised by 
matching the optical systems and detectors (or using the same optical system and detector for 
each image), or by calibration and post-processing (such as white balancing). 
2.4.9 Epipolar geometrý 
Stereo calibration is often based on the determination of the camera pairs epipolar geometry, 
which is a description of how the two cameras are orientated with respect to each other. The 
epipolar geometry of a camera pair is illustrated in Figure 30: 
M 
C 
Figure 30 - epipolar geometry 
D. 
In Figure 30, a point M is imaged by two cameras, with optical centres 0 and 0', and front- 
projected image planes I and 1'. The images of the point M, called corresponding points, are m 
and m', in pixel coordinates. The points at which the image planes intersect the line 00', 
marked as e and e', are the epipoles of the system. The lines me and m'e' are called the 
epipolar lines for points m and m, and the set of planes containing the line 00' are called 
epipolar planes. The epipoles do not have to lie within the images themselves. 
The transformation from I to I' is determined by the fundamental matrix, F. This 3x3 matrix 
satisfies Equation 673: 
m tT F. m =0 
F. e =0= FT. e' 
Equation 6 
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The fundamental matrix depends on the properties of the cameras and their relative 
orientations, is defined up to a scale factor, and has a determinant of zerc74. 
2.4.10 Stereoscopic camera calibration 
Stereoscopic cameras may be calibrated by simply calibrating each of the two cameras 
2.55,57,60.61,62.63,64,85,101.109 individually5 . However, since some parameters can be defined relative to 
the other camera in the pair, schemes designed specifically to calibrate stereoscopic cameras 
can be more efficient 
A typical calibration of a stereoscopic camera depends on recovering a good estimate for the 
fundamental matrix. The principle behind doing this is to use pairs of known corresponding 
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points (pairs of rn and m') to estimate the elements of the fundamental matrix, F86'8 , and from 5,76 74,77.78,79,80 this to deduce the epipolar geometry' . Schemes using this technique are generally 
less numerous than single camera calibration techniques due to their more specialised nature, 
but where accuracy is quoted, the calibration results are good 74 . 
Once the fundamental matrix has been determined, the images can be rectified. Rectificationel 
is a warping of the two images such that all epipolar lines are parallel to the x-axis, and that all 
corresponding points have identical y-coordinate s73 . This step aims to eliminate vertical 
disparities from the images. A horizontal stretch is also required to ensure that points at the 
same distance have the same horizontal disparities. 
The core problem for stereoscopic calibrations based on estimating the fundamental matrix is 
that the estimate of the matrix is dependent on the volume of space occupied by the calibration 
targel! 4. This means that if a stereo camera pairs fundamental matrix is estimated from a 
calibration target in one position relative to the camera, the rectification may be poor for objects 
imaged in other positions relative to the camera. This may be addressed through performing 
calibrations with targets at a variety of distances, and using the fundamental matrices obtained 
to estimate a fundamental matrix that enables a better rectification across a range of imaged 
volume s74 . However, these compromise estimates of F may still produce unacceptable errors in 
rectified images. Rectifying images individually, rather than using one initial calibration, avoids 
problems with the target volume, but introduces two other problems. Firstly, that the target may 
not always contain convenient or easy points for automatic stereo matching, and secondly that 
the amount of computing power requires to estimate F may be nontrivial. 
The warping involved in rectification also causes a loss of resolution, as well as a slight blur 
introduced by the necessary pixel interpolations. Using software to sharpen the image cannot 
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undo the blur, as the necessary image information does not exist. The only way to achieve full 
sensor resolution would be to revert to the uninterpolated image, thus undoing the rectification. 
25 Evaluation of existing techniques In stereoscopic camera design and calibration 
2.5.1 Evaluation of existing techniques - camera design 
In terms of stereoscopic camera design, the design which offers the most potential is the 
multiple lens, multiple sensor design. This design allows the camera system to be assembled 
from two individual cameras, which may either be calibrated independently or together as 
required. The design allows flexibility in terms of camera separation, while robustly maintaining 
the separation of the outside world and the camera interiors. It also allows for full sensor 
resolution to be available both in stereoscopic and a monoscopic mode, and stereoscopic 
synchronisation is trivial to achieve. 
The disadvantages of the multiple lens, multiple sensor design are the cost of two complete 
cameras, and the alignment (both initial and long-term) of the two camera heads With respect to 
each other. The former can be offset through the use of off-the-shelf components, while the 
latter can be overcome by use of suitable calibration and mounting techniques. 
While the above details of the construction of a two-camera stereoscopic instrument must be 
refined, the basic properties of this existing system are adequate for use In this project. 
2.5.2 Evaluation of existing techniques - camera calibration 
Some current calibration techniqueS57'74'1 10'85 have been shown themselves to be able to 
calibrate a stereoscopic camera to within the requirements of the human visual system, as 
discussed in 1.6. However, the techniques have some shortcomings and limitations. 
None of the existing techniques addresses the varying lens focus settings necessary to produce 
sharp images for scenes at different distances, and the effect that varying these settings has on 
the calibration. All are image-based, and as such the above methods suffer from a degree of 
susceptibility to coupling of calibration parameters. This reduces the accuracy of any such 
parameters, and means that the accuracy of the calibration is degraded for scenes outside the 
calibration target point positions. All of the methods which have been shown to meet the human 
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factors requirements above rely on nonlinear minimisation techniques, which are not only 
computationally intensive but also susceptible to settling on local rather than global minima. 
The above methods are also based on processing images, which makes a real time hardware 
calibration a cumbersome process. Though the methods can be (and are In the above 
examples) applied as a correction to images rather than as a means of building the camera 
system, this correction requires destructive interpolation of images. Though the above 
calibrations rely on multiple images of a calibration target from different angles and positions, no 
details of measures taken to ensure the stability of the camera system under these movements 
(and beyond, into nonnal use) are given. 
2.5.3 Areas for improvernent 
The follovAng aspects of stereoscopic camera calibration are identified for improvement. 
- The calibration scheme should be such that the calibration remains valid when the lenses 
arefocused 
Any rectification of images should not involve interpolative correction 
Coupling of calibration parameters should be minimised 
The calibration scheme should use only linear techniques 
The calibration scheme should be able to vary and set as many camera parameters as 
possible in real time 
Mounting techniques must be used to allow for camera parameters to be set as required, 
and to maintain the calibration parameters during use 
These improvements must be carried out with the constraint that such a camera and calibration 
system produces vertical disparity that is low enough to be tolerated by the human visual 
system. 
The process of attempting to implement these improvements will test the thesis hypothesis, 
restated below. 
"it is possible to design and construct a stereoscopic camera system which produces images for 
display that satisfies the requirements of the human visual system for comfortable, fused 
stereoscopic viewing. This can be achieved Without any knowledge of the particular images for 
display, and need not involve any interpolative post-processing of the individual colour images. " 
The structure of the project to address these improvements is as described in 1.8. 
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3 Basis for calibration of a stereoscopic camera 
3.1 Introduction 
This chapter examines the basis for calibrating a stereoscopic camera in hardware. 3.2 explains 
the problem of coupling of calibration parameters, and suggests a two stage calibration to solve 
this problem. 3.3 describes an existing technique for principal point location, and describes a 
novel adaptation of this technique which enables the sensor to be calibrated. The second part of 
the calibration, calibrating the lens, can be achieved using conventional image-based 
techniques. 3.4 identifies the parts of the camera system which contain the greatest potential for 
instability. 
3.2 Separation of rotational and translational errors 
3.2.1 Justification 
Conventional stereo calibrations are difficult to perform accurately because small rotational and 
translational errors in the image can look very much alike. For example, pitching the camera 
down by a small amount produces an effect on any images captured which is very similar to the 
effect produced by translating the camera downwards by a small amount. In theory this effect 
can be distinguished by imaging objects at different distances (as described in sections 2.4.10 
and 3.2.2), since a translation will produce a relative disparity shift between such objects, 
whereas a rotation will not. 
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Figure 31 - rotation and translation 
Camera alignment mountings are not easily or usually made in order to rotate a camera around 
its optical centre, so any attempted correction in angle usually introduces a translation. This 
makes the correct alignment of a camera a very difficult task using image-based methods. Pitch 
and yaw errors do produce keystone distortion, which could theoretically be detected, but the 
amount of this distortion is small enough for small rotations that it is difficult to produce a reliable 
calibration based upon its measurement. It is therefore important to separate the effects of 
rotation and translation on the camera system, so that it can be correctly aligned. In other 
words, rotations need to be measured independently of translations, and vice versa. 
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3.2.2 Calibration by using a distant target 
One way to separate the errors is to use a distant target. When a target is photographed, the 
translation between the two cameras has a negligible effect on the images. Any difference in the 
images is due to a difference in rotation, assuming the focal lengths, principal points and other 
internal parameters are consistent, which can then be corrected for by rotating the cameras so 
that they produce identical images. Unfortunately, placing a calibration target at very large 
distances is not easily achieved within a laboratory setting. Imaging an outdoors landscape 
scene would be one way in which a target at effectively infinity could be realised, but such a 
scene is unlikely to be an optimal calibration target and will be difficult to match in an automated 
way. Even if an ideal calibration scene was available, the assumption that the internal 
parameters of each camera in a pair are the same rarely applies to real hardware. 
It is possible to Simulate the effect of a target at infinity by using parallel lines to determine 
vanishing point?, however the accuracy is questionable (within 2 pixels per camera for 
Echigo's stud Y51, using a low-resolution camera), not only because of measured errors but also 
because of unmeasured errors arising from the small depth range of the points used for 
verification. 
3.2.3 Separating treatment of lens and sensor 
If the lens is removed, the camera system has far fewer internal parameters to consider. 
Principal distance and principal point are no longer relevant, and the only parameters left are 
the pixel size and pixel aspect ratio. Though the camera can no longer form an image, it is still 
possible to align the cameras based on the physical surface of their sensors. In this way, the 
sensors and lenses can be examined separately, eliminating the coupling between rotations 
and translations described above. 
3.3 Laser diffraction from the sensor surface 
3.3.1 A technique for finding the principal point of a digital camera 
Clarke 47 shows a technique for determining the principal point of a digital camera by using a 
laser directed at its CCD to produce a reflected diffraction pattern. The type of diffraction pattern 
produced is shown below in Figure 32: 
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Figure 32 -diffraction pattern produced by a digital image sensor 
The camera and beam are arranged so that the reflected (zero-order) beam is coincident with 
the incoming beam, and once the lens is attached, the principal point is the point where the 
beam strikes the detector. 
3.3.2 Adapting Clarke's technique to align a digital camera 
This technique can be adapted to align a digital camera absolutely in four dimensions, three of 
which are the three possible rotations. With the lens removed and the camera switched off, the 
diffraction pattern produced will rotate as the camera rotates. The pattern will roll as the camera 
rolls, it will rise as the camera pitches up, and move left and right as the camera yaws. It will 
also expand or shrink depending on the z-translation of the camera, but importantly the scaling 
effect can be entirely separated from the rotational effects. Also, the pattern is independent of 
horizontal and vertical positioning, and does not vary with translations in those directions, since 
CCIDs are made with such accuracy (enough to produce no observable variation in diffracted 
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points! positions With camera X and Y translation) that the pixel divisions are of constant size 
over the detector surface. 
no error 
roll 
pitch 
x-translation 
y-translation 
crosshair -zero error 
position 
* diffracted laser spot 
z-translation 
Figure 33 - effects of camera movements on diffracted spot positions 
So the technique can be used to align the camera absolutely in rotation, and requires only two 
diffraction points each with an x and y coordinate to perform the calibration. Two degrees of 
freedom, the camera x and y positioning, are not addressed by this calibration, but may be 
estimated by locating the laser spot on the surface of the sensor. This may be performed by 
attenuating the laser and taking an image with the sensor. 
3.4 Instability 
3.4.1 Interior orientation stability problems 
Digital cameras commonly suffer from poor interior orientation stability26. In some cameras the 
sensor may not be firmly fixed with respect to the camera body, the whole lens may move with 
respect to the camera body, and the lens elements may move differentially within the lens 
assembly26. These problems may make it difficult to perform precision calibrations with digital 
cameras, so choice of equipment plays a large part in determining how good a calibration can 
be. The Basler Al 13CPs chosen do not suffer f rom these problemsý 8. 
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3.4.2 Lens system instability 
Lens systems are not typically completely rigid, because of tradeoffs involved in trying to make 
a system where the lenses are held in place relative to the camera sensor, but stresses in the 
materials are IOW82. Image shifts of several pixels are common when a lens system is knocked 
or shaken. Some of these shifts rectify themselves if the lens system is left alone, as 
accumulated stresses are released, but there can still be shifts of several pixels remaining. For 
this reason, lenses and their mountings should be handled with care. 
3.4.3 Addressing problems with the lens mounting 
Lenses may be able to be made more rigid than in their supplied state by means of a few simple 
adjustments. The Schneider Cinegon 1.4/8mm 30 lenses used were examined and made as 
robust as possible in the following ways. The front plate of the lens was removed, and the 
screws inside tightened as a measure to help reduce any internal movement in the lens 
assembly. The screws holding the back plate in place were also tightened, though this is 
probably the weakest link in terms of structural rigidity of the system. 
Figure 34 - the rear of the lens assembly, for a Schneider Cinegon 1.4/8mm lens 
In Figure 34, points 1 to 4 are the screws holding the back plate to the interior lens mounting 
section, labelled 6. The C-mount adapter, marked as number 5, is only held in place by the 
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pressure from the back plate, and it is this area of the lens that is thought to be most susceptible 
to motion. 
3.5 Summaty 
This chapter has shown how it is important to separate rotation and translation in calibrating a 
stereoscopic camera system, and describes a method by which this separation may be 
achieved. Lens instability, another of the serious challenges to an accurate camera calibration, 
is also discussed. By addressing these issues, an accurate new calibration method can be 
formulated. 
In order to assess the usefulness of a camera calibration, the relationship between calibration 
parameters and image errors must be quantified. Chapter 4 models the behaviour of a two-head 
stereoscopic camera, and shows the calculation of this relationship. 
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4 Possible sources of error in the proposed scheme 
4.1 Requirements 
4.1.1 Method 
Stereo theory usually considers a perfect pair of cameras. This refers to a situation where the 
only difference between the two cameras is their horizontal separation (in the case of parallel 
cameras). In the real world, there will be small differences between parameters of the cameras 
such as their orientation or focal lengthsý3, and this will introduce errors into the stereo image 
pairs. 
In order to find out how significant these errors are and how they will affect the camera design, 
the most critical image error must first be identified. This might be determined by the fusional 
requirements of the viewer as described in 1.6, which would mean that vertical disparity is 
perhaps the most sensitive erroP. Alternatively, the desired errors might all be set as close to 
zero as permitted by the resolution of the camera (or display). 
The errors in the stereo camera pair due to various alignment errors can be calculated. Camera 
orientation must be considered, as well as quantities such as principal distance and principal 
point. Each camera can be placed with six degrees of freedom, three translational and three 
rotational. 
The approach taken is to model how an image point's location would change under a camera 
orientation change in each of the 6 degrees of freedom. A few simplifying assumptions are 
made. Lens distortion is not included in the analysis at this time, because this distortion cannot 
be easily corrected in hardware, for both horizontal and vertical disparities. Instead, low- 
distortion lensee are chosen. The lenses have a distortion of only about 3% at the corner of 
the image for a 1284x1024 sensor with a pixel size of 6.7l. Lm, for objects further away than 
45cm. This distortion is quite low for a lens with such a wide (690 maximum diameter) field of 
view. The effects of distortion will be discussed later in 9. 
The following section shows how these disparities were calculated, along with the calculation of 
disparities arising from principal distance and principal point errors. A slightly different approach 
is taken from Zhao et al84 (which considers how some parameters affect depth estimates), 
whereby a more general treatment of errors and their effects is considered. Artificial disparity is 
calculated in both the vertical and horizontal directions for all nine errors. Equations from 
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Equation 7 to Equation 15 are referenced from published literature, while subsequent equations 
are independently derived. 
4.1.2 Calculations of disparities produced by camera errors 
A pinhole camera approach is used, as opposed to raytracing, since this result, while 
approximate, can be applied to any camera instead of just a single optical configuration. In this 
treatment, all angles are in radians. Pixel values are taken from the upper left of the detector 
with image x and y directions aligned with the world X and Y directions (with no error), while the 
origin of the world coordinate system is the optical centre (pinhole), which is also the centre of 
rotation and translation for the system. The directions are defined in Figure 35, which is a 
modification of Figure 25: 
". Y, Z) 
Figure 35 -definition of coordinate axes 
The transformation between the real world and image space is given by's: 
[xl [X 
y11=fI 
L'J L1 
Equation 7 
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where: 
y 
x= [X] 
P=C. [Rlý] 
x 
X= Y 
-Z- 
Equation 8 
Here, x and y are image coordinates (measured in pixels from the upper left corner of the image 
array), X, Y and Z are world coordinates (i. e. the three-dimensional coordinates of space, 
centred at the optical centre/theoretical pinhole) in mm, C is the 3x3 calibration matrix, R is the 
3x3 rotation matrix, and t is the 1x3 translation matrix., y is a scaling factor (a scalar) and is 
calculated later in this chapter. C85 is defined below, with parameters subject to variation given 
an error A: 
(c + Ac). p,, 0 xO + AxO 
C0 (c + AC). Py YO + AYO 
00 
Equation 9 
px and py are the number of pixels per mm in the x and y directions on the detector, xo and yo 
are the pixel coordinates of the principal point on the detector, c is the principal distance in mm, 
Ac is principal distance error in mm,, &xo is the principal point x-coordinate error in pixels, and 
Ayo is the principal point y-coordinate error in pixels. 
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4.1.3 Camera parameters 
In this chapter, values for disparity and camera errors will be calculated, in addition to the 
presentation of general equations for their calculation. To produce these values, certain 
parameters need to be defined, and the values will apply to the particular camera to be built 
during the project. These values are: 
c= 8mm 
p. = py = 149.3mm-' 
0: 5 x: 5 1284 
0: 5 y: 5 1024 
x. = 642 
yo = 512 
z=IM 
Equation 10 
xO and yo are estimates of the principal point position, using the centre of the sensor. Errors in 
these parameters are quantified later in sections 4.1.14 and 4.1.15. 
4.1.4 Rotation matrices 
The rotation matrices are given for roll, pitch and yaw in Equation 11, Equation 12 and Equation 
13: " 
cos 0- sin 00- 
Roll, 0: RO sin 0 Cos 00 
001- 
Equation 11 
100 
R, 
2 =0 Cos a -sin a 
Pitch, oL: _O 
sin a Cosa 
Equation 12 
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cos'8 0 sing 
Yaw, p: R'8 010 
-- 
sin 80 cos'8- 
Equation 13 
These matrices can be combined into a single rotation matrix in an order-independent way, 
valid for small angles, giving87: 
1 -0 8 
R= 01 -a 
--, 
8 a 
Equation 14 
The translation matrix is: 
AX 
T= AY 
_AZ_ 
Equation 15 
Where AX, AY and AZ are expressed in mm. 
4.1.5 Results 
Multiplying out the matrices produces: 
No error (0 =a=ß =AX = AY = AZ = Ac = äxo = Ayo = 0): 
x= X0 + C. 
y : -- Yo + C. Py. -z 
Equation 16 
which is the same as Equation 4 shown earlier. With errors, denoting the image coordinates 
with error x'and y: 
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x'= x0 + AXG + (C + Ac). Pl [x - YO + Zß + AX] y 
Y, = Yo + AY() +y [XO +Y- Za + AYI 
Equation 17 
where y is calculated from Equation 7 as: 
y=-X., 8+Ya+Z+AZ 
Equation 18 
So: 
Ax = x'-x 
Ay = Y-y 
Ac ). (X 
- Y. 0 + Z., 6 + AX) x 
Ax = Axo + c. p.. X., 8 + Y. a +Z+ AZ z 
1+ 
Ac (X-O +Y-Z. a + AY) 
Ay = Ayo + c. py. 
c 
). 
y 
X., 8 + Y. a +Z+ AZ z 
Equation 19 
4.1.6 Per-pixel vertical disparity measures 
In the following sections, expressions for the disparities due to the nine specified errors are 
given, assuming in each case that errors other than the one under consideration are zero. 
Values for the maximum errors in each case, for an artificial vertical disparity of one pixel, are 
calculated. Some measures are dependent on principal distance, and all are calculated using 
Equation 19. The pixel pitch of 149.3pixels/mm quoted in Equation 10 is based upon a pixel size 
of 6.7ýLm, the size of the pixels in the cameras to be used here. Where disparity equations are 
reduced, Equation 16 is used to substitute for world coordinates, so that disparities are 
expressed (as far as possible) as functions of image coordinates. 
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4.1.7 Roll 
Using Equation 19 a find disparities due to roll gives: 
Ax = 
C. P'. Y. 0 
z 
Av - 
C. p,.. X. O 
z 
Equation 20 
Using Equation 16, this simplifies to: 
Ax z-- -(y - yo). O 
Ay = (x - x). O 
Equation 21 
The vertical disparity varies with y, and is largest at the left and right edges of the image, as 
shown in Figure 36. For values as given in Equation 10, for vertical disparity to be less than one 
pixel (in either direction) across the image requires that 101 < 0.08950. 
1 
Ay 
1280 
024 
Figure 36 - variation of vertical disparity with image coordinates for a 0.08950 roll 
4.1.8 Pitch 
Using Equation 19 to find disparities due to pitch gives: 
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Vertical disparity for a roll of 0.0895* 
Ax =-c. 
p,. X. Y. a 
Z. (Z + Y. a) 
Av =-C. 
P,.. (Y 
2+ Z2 )a_ 
Z. (Z + Y. a) 
Equation 22 
Using Equation 16, this simplifies to: 
Al( a-(x - -, c. ). (y - ý, 0) C. p, + a. G, - 
AY 
(C P, (y )2 
C. p, + a. (y - Y. 
) 
Equation 23 
The vertical disparity varies with y and principal distance, and is largest at the top and bottom of 
the image, as shown in Figure 37. For values as given in Equation 10, for vertical disparity to be 
less than one pixel (in either direction) across the image requires that Jul < 0.04050. 
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Ay 
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024 
Figure 37 - variation of vertical disparity with image coordinates for a 0.04050 pitch at 
8mm principal distance 
4.1.9 Yaw 
Using Equation 19 to find disparities due to yaw gives: 
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Vertical disparity for a pitch of 0.0405' 
Ax = 
C. P%"(X2 Z' 
ýß 
Z. (z - X. ß) 
Av = 
C. p, -x. 
yß 
- Z. (z - X. ß) 
Equation 24 
Using Equation 16, this simplifies to: 
ß. 
(C 
2. 
P-1 
2 (X 
_ Xo)2 
c. P, ß-(x - x0) 
Ax = 
ß. (X - xo). 
(y 
- Y. 
) 
C. p, ß-(x - -vo) 
Equation 25 
The vertical disparity varies with x, y and principal distance, and is largest at the corners of the 
image, as shown in Figure 38. For values as given in Equation 10, for vertical disparity to be 
less than one pixel (in either direction) across the image requires that 1ý1 < 0.2091. 
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Figure 38 - variation of vertical disparity with image coordinates for a 0.2090 yaw at 8mm 
principal distance 
4.1.10 X-translation 
Using Equation 19 to find disparities due to X-translation gives: 
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Vertical disparity for a yaw of 0.209* 
Ax = 
c. p,. AX 
z 
Ay =0 
Equation 26 
The vertical disparity is zero for this error. 
4.1.11 Y-translation 
Using Equation 19 to find disparities due to Y-translation gives: 
Ax =0 
Ay = 
C. PY. Ay 
z 
Equation 27 
The vertical disparity varies with principal distance and Z-coordinate, and is the same over the 
whole image array. For values as given in Equation 10, for vertical disparity to be less than one 
pixel (in either direction) across the image requires that JAYI < 0.838mm. 
4.1.12 Z-translation 
Using Equation 19 to find disparities due to Z-translation gives: 
AX =-C. 
P,,. X. AZ 
Z. (z + Az) 
AY =-C. 
PY. Y. Az 
Z. (z + Az) 
Equation 28 
Using Equation 16, this simplifies to: 
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Av- 
(v - xo)AZ 
Z+AZ 
Av - 
(y - yo)AZ 
Z+AZ 
Equation 29 
The vertical disparity varies with y and the Z-coordinate, and is largest at the top and bottom of 
the image, as shown in Figure 39. For values as given in Equation 10, for vertical disparity to be 
less than one pixel (in either direction) across the image requires that JAZI < 1.96mm. 
Vertical disparity 1, r a E-translation of 0.196ý 
1 
Ay 
1 ý, 8 0'-, 
024 
Figure 39 - variation of vertical disparity with image coordinates for a 0.196% Z- 
translation, equal to 1.96mm at 1m Z-distance 
4.1.13 Principal distance change 
Using Equation 19 to find disparities due to principal distance change gives: 
Ax = 
p,. X. Ac 
z 
Ay = 
p,,. Y. Ac 
z 
Equation 30 
Using Equation 16, this simplifies to: 
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Ac 
Ax = (x - -v. )- c Ac 
Ay = (y - YJ- c 
Equation 31 
The vertical disparity varies with y and is largest at the top and bottom of the image, as shown 
in Figure 40. For values as given in Equation 10, for vertical disparity to be less than one pixel 
(in either direction) across the image requires that jAcl < 0.0156mm. 
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Figure 40 - variation of vertical disparity with image coordinates for a 0.0156mm principal 
distance error at an 8mm principal distance 
4.1.14 X-centre translation 
From Equation 19 and Equation 16: 
Ax - Axo 
AN7 =0 
Equation 32 
The vertical disparity caused by x-centre translation is zero. 
4.1.15 Y-centre translation 
From Equation 19 and Equation 16: 
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Vertical disparit,, 7 f, -, t: q Ac of 0.0156r= 
Ax =0 
Ay = Ayo 
Equation 33 
The vertical disparity caused by y-centre translation is equal to the y-centre translation. For 
vertical disparity to be less than one pixel (in either direction) across the image requires that 
jAyol <1 pixel. 
4.1.16 Error combination 
The disparities calculated above are for each error individually. These disparities combine to 
form the overall image disparity, and once the errors are quantified for a calibrated camera, the 
overall disparity can be estimated. 
4.1.17 Slidebar tolerances 
The above sections describe the errors on a single camera. There is a second type of error, 
which can be called a "slidebar error" because of its relevance to a single camera stereo system 
using a slidebar to translate between images. This is where there is a systematic error which is 
the same in both cameras, relative to their separation. There are only two slidebar errors which 
can produce an artificial disparity, which are slidebar roll and slidebar yaw. There are no 
slidebar analogues of the other seven errors applicable to single cameras. 
Slidebar roll is shown below in Figure 41: 
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viewed 
Os from behind 
s AY 
S-Ax 
Figure 41 - slidebar roll 
The two cameras are separated by a distance s, and the slidebar roll is of magnitude 0, The 
slidebar roll produces an effective single-camera translation in the X and Y directions, the effect 
of which is as described in sections 4.1.10 and 4.1.11. These are: 
AX = S. (1 - cos 0, ) 
AY = s. sin 0.. 
Equation 34 
Substituting using Equation 26 and Equation 27 gives: 
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left camera right camera 
left camera 
AX = 
C. P,. S. (l -Cos 0, 
z 
AY = 
c. py. s. sin 0., 
z 
Equation 35 
The vertical disparity varies with the separation, principal distance and the Z-coordinate. For 
values as given in Equation 10, for vertical disparity to be less than one pixel (in either direction) 
across the image requires that 10sl < 0.480'. 
Slidebar yaw is shown below in Figure 42: 
principal a>ds viewed principal a>ds from above 
, S/ 
s AZ 
r 
S-Ax os 
Figure 42 - slidebar yaw 
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left camera 
The two cameras are separated by a distance s, and the slidebar yaw is of magnitude Ps. The 
slidebar yaw produces an effective single-camera translation in the X and Z directions, the 
effect of which is as described in 4.1.10 and 4.1.11. These are: 
AX = S. (l - cos, 6, ) 
AZ = s. sin fl, 
Equation 36 
Substituting using Equation 26 and Equation 29 gives: 
AX C. P.,. S. 
(I - Cos + s. 
(x - xo). sin 8, 
zZ+s. sinfl, 
Ay s. (y - yo). sin 
Z+s. sinfl, 
Equation 37 
The vertical disparity varies with separation, y and the Z-coordinate, and is largest at the top 
and bottom of the image. For values as given in Equation 10, for vertical disparity to be less 
than one pixel (in either direction) across the image requires that 1pr. 1 < 1.120. 
These measures show that errors which are identical for both cameras have a lesser effect on 
the stereoscopic image than errors which occur only on one camera. 
4.1.18 Temporal synch ronisation 
The cameras must be synchronised so that moving objects in the field of view must not appear 
significantly displaced relative to the static scene between the two images. The cameras can be 
synchronised using the trigger unit to befter than O. 1ms88, so forvalues as defined in Equation 
10, an object moving at 4800/s relative to the camera will move one pixel over that 0.1ms. To 
put this speed into a linear context, an object moving perpendicular to the principal axis has to 
move at 8.375m/s per metre of distance from the camera in order to move more than one pixel 
in the 0.1 ms. For almost all normal situations, the scene being imaged won't contain objects 
moving as fast at such distances as that, so the camera synchronisation can be assumed to be 
sufficient for the application. 
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4.2 Stability requirement 
4.2.1 Strength and rigidity 
The camera pair needs to be held together in some kind of mounting apparatus which fixes their 
position and orientation with respect to each other. The mounting needs to be stable enough to 
maintain the alignment so that movement of the mounted cameras does not introduce image 
errors which are significant. The measures for the stability of the mounting are exactly as 
described above, and will contribute additional disparity terms if the mounting is not stable. The 
fundamental requirements are that the mounting should hold each camera tightly so that the 
cameras cannot move significantly within the mounting itself, and also that the mounting should 
not bend significantly - such movements could introduce rotational and translational errors. 
4.2.2 Thermal stability 
Thermal stability is also important, because digital cameras generate heat while being operated, 
and this will cause expansion of the material around them. The greatest camera movement due 
to thermal expansion will be in the direction with the greatest length of material, which is the 
horizontal separation. Translations in this direction cause no vertical disparity, but do cause 
horizontal disparity. 
Thermal expansion is calculated using Equation 3889: 
AX = a. L. AT 
Equation 38 
where a is the coefficient of linear thermal expansion, L is the length over which the expansion 
occurs, and AT is the change in temperature. Combining Equation 26 with Equation 38 gives 
Equation 39 for calculating the effect of thermal expansion: 
Ax = 
c. p. a. LAT 
z 
Equation 39 
Assuming the camera mounting is made from aluminium, the value of a 89 is 2.4x 1 O'5K'. With 
other parameters as defined as given in Equation 10, a one-pixel horizontal disparity requires a 
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temperature change of 349K. This is much greater than any temperature rise likely to be 
encountered, and thermal expansion is therefore disregarded as a significant source of image 
error. 
4.3 Summary 
This chapter has calculated the relationship between camera calibration parameters and errors 
in images produced by a stereoscopic camera. This provides an indication of the level of 
accuracy in the calibration parameters that is required to produce images fit for human 
stereoscopic viewing, and allows image errors to be determined from calibration parameter 
errors. 
In the follovving chapters, a method for calibrating a stereoscopic camera according to the 
principles in this thesis is described. The first part of this calibration procedure is the calibration 
of the sensor orientation, and is described in chapter 5. 
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5 Alignment of the camera sensor 
5.1 Introduction 
This chapter describes the method of alignment of a camera body containing a digital image 
sensor. 
5.2 gives the theory behind the laser alignment technique, and describes the formation of the 
diffraction pattern from the sensor surface. As the sensor is moved in either roll, pitch, yaw or 
the Z-axis, the diffraction pattern's size, orientation and position changes, and these changes 
are calculated. Combining this with the calculations from 4 gives the relationship between image 
error in the camera and diffraction pattern change. The accuracy with which the diffraction 
pattern can be manipulated is tested, and evaluated in the context of the limits on image error 
this produces. 
5.3 details the procedure of the laser alignment technique, as applied to a stereoscopic camera 
pair. The process is based upon defining a known coordinate system in space relative to the 
various components of the camera system, and aligning the cameras'sensors to the principal 
axis direction this defines. Errors introduced by this procedure are considered and quantified, to 
produce an estimate of the total image error caused by the laser alignment. This error is 
evaluated and compared with the image error due to aligning the camera pair based on the 
geometry of the camera bodies, to demonstrate the benefits of this procedure. 
5.2 The laser alignment technique 
5.2.1 The laser diffraction pattern 
The size of a diffraction pattern from a regular grid can be calculated using the diffraction 
grating equation 89: 
nA = d. sin 0 
Equation 40 
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Where n is the diffraction order (positive integers), ý. is the wavelength of the laser used, d is the 
spacing of the grid, and 0 is the angular spacing between adjacent diffraction maxima. 
For a helium-neon laser in air, the wavelength is 632.8nm. The colour filter array 40 of the sensor 
in the Basler Al 01 CIP camera 28 has near zero transmission at this wavelength in the G and B 
filters, and approximately 80% transmission in the R filters. This arrangement is shown below in 
Figure 43. 
red 
green 
5.7gm 
1 3.4gm 
blue high transmission 
colour fifter array illuminated at 632.8nm 
low transmission 
Figure 43 - diffraction of a HeNe laser beam from the colour filter array 
The transmission varies in a grid pattern with a spacing d equal to two pixels, or 13.4ýLm. This 
forms the diffraction grid. 
So the chip will produce a pattern with an angular spacing between diffraction maxima of about 
2.71. This spacing will conveniently give a grid spacing of a few centimetres on a screen at 
around a metre away (4.73cm at 1 m). The pattern produced is shown in Figure 44, and Figure 
45 shows the effect of the apparatus partially obstructing the diffraction pattern. Each spot 
appears approximately radially symmetric, and has a width of approximately 4mm. 
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diffracted spots. Many of the spots are blocked by parts of the apparatus before 
reaching the screen, but the grid pattern is clearly visible. The two target points 
as described in 3.3.2 are also marked. 
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Figure 44 - the diffraction pattern from the CCD, with green arrows marking the 
diffTaction 
spots 
Figure 45 - schematic diagram to show the apparatus casting a shadow on the distant 
screen 
This screen is set up at approximately 90cm from the sensor plane, and the spot spacing at the 
screen is about 4.5cm. The screen does not need to be precisely aligned to any of the 
equipment, since all that will be required from the apparatus is that the spot positions are the 
same for CCDs with identical orientations. 
5.2.2 Required accuracy 
The laser spots will move as the camera moves in all three angular directions, as well as during 
a translation in the z-direction. The motion of the spots can be calculated for a given movement 
of the camera. Below are spot movements calculated for a horizontally diffracted spot at 27cm 
from the centre of the pattern, with the screen 90cm from the camera. Motion amounts are 
calculated for a one pixel disparity (not simply a vertical disparity, but a disparity in any 
direction). 
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5.2.3 Roll 
The pattern is simply rolled by the same angle as the camera, as shown in Figure 46. 
dp 
Figure 46 - diffraction spot movement dp due to camera roll 
So for a one pixel movement, section 4.1.7 shows us that 0=0.08950. The half-width of the 
pattern w= 27cm (using the sixth-order maxima), so the spot movement dp = 0.42mm. 
5.2.4 Pitch and yaw 
The pattern is pitched or yawed by twice the angle as the camera, since the pattern is reflected, 
as shown in Figure 47. 
dp 
Figure 47 - diffraction spot movement dp due to camera pitch 
For a one pixel movement, section 4.1.8 shows us that ot = 0.040511 for an 8MM focal length. 
The distance to the screen I= 80cm, so the spot movement dp = 1.27mm. The movement is the 
same in magnitude for camera yaw, only in a perpendicular direction. 
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5.2.5 Z-translation 
The size of the pattern changes as the camera is translated along the Z-axis, because the 
beams are diffracted at a constant angle from the sensor surface. The pattern grows in 
proportion to the change in distance, so that the change in pattern half-width, dp, for a pattern of 
half-width w, with the screen a distance I from the sensor, is, for a change in screen distance of 
AZ: 
dp = 
W. Az 
Equation 41 
For a pattern of half-width w= 27cm, and a screen distance I= 90cm, a one pixel movement, 
which from section 4.1.12 is 1.96mm, requires that the spot movement dp is 0.59mm. 
5.2.6 Accuracy of the alignment procedure 
The positioning of the camera is controlled by an alignment stage, which uses micrometer 
stages to adjust the camera in the X, Y, Z, roll pitch and yaw directions. The accuracy of the 
alignment method was tested by attempting to repeat an initial spot position after z-translating 
and rotating in all three directions the camera, and measuring the average errors on the 
micrometers. The yaw and pitch micrometers were 50mm away from the axes around which 
they rotated, and the roll micrometer was 40mm away. With a screen at approximately 80cm 
from the camera, and a pattern half-width of approximately 30cm (from centre to side), the 
average micrometer errors over 15 trials were measured and pixel uncertainties calculated as 
shown: 
Direction Micrometer 
uncertainty/mm 
Parameter 
uncertainty 
Pixel uncertainty/pixels 
(main axis) 
Spot location 
error/mm 
Roll 0.003 0.004311 0.048 (y) 0.02 
Pitch 0.005 0.00570 0.141 (y) 0.16 
Yaw 0.003 0.00340 0.085 W 0.10 
I Z-axis 1 0.17 1 0.17mm 1 0.087 (x) 1 0.06 77] 
Table I- estimated uncertainties per camera In the laser alignment procedure 
Pixel errors caused by the errors in alignment are shown to be significantly less than one pixel 
in both axes, and the method is therefore suitable for aligning the camera system. Spot location 
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error varies with the type of measurement, and is highest for the two cases (pitch and yaw) 
where spot positions must be repeated from memory. For the two cases (roll and Z-axis) where 
spot positions are made equal across both visible target points, the errors are smaller, because 
memory of more than a couple of seconds need not be relied upon. Upper positioning error 
limits of 0.2mm are made in the first case, and O. 1mm in the second. 
5.3 Alignment of the cameras'sensors 
5.3.1 The laser and its mounting 
The camera pair mounts on a pair of rail sliders, glued to an optical rail (a Newport PRL-3690). 
The rail edge serves as a definition of the X-direction in the apparatus, and the camera's 
detectors are aligned relative to this. A beam with zero yaw is defined as being perpendicular to 
the X-direction. The rail's top surface is parallel9o to the optical bench on which the apparatus is 
aligned, and this plane defines a plane in which a beam has zero pitch. It also defines the plane 
in which two horizontally-diffracted beams fall which have zero roll angle. If co-reflection of the 
zero order beam is to be used to show zero camera pitch and yaw, the laser must be aligned so 
that the incoming beam has zero pitch and yaw. 
The laser (a Hughes 3225H-PC, a helium-neon laser with a power output of 10mW) is mounted 
upon an optical rail (hereafter designated the laser rail), with the beam axis parallel to the long 
axis of the laser rail (a Melles griot model 07 ORN 007)91. The mounting attaches at two points 
on the laser body, each one having a fine position adjustment and a translation stage in the 
base. This allows the laser to be aligned parallel to the laser rail. This alignment is achieved by 
sliding a target back and forth along the laser rail, and adjusting the mount so that the laser spot 
stays at a constant position (to within O. 1mm) on that target. The setup for this procedure is 
shown below in Figure 48. The laser must be powered up for at least 30 minutes before 
alignment, since the beam alignment changes as the laser warms up. In front of the laser, an 
attenuating filter (which was a variable mirror, but could have been a cross-polariser or neutral 
density filter) is mounted so that the intensity of the beam can be controlled. 
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Figure 48 - laser alignment setup, side view 
5.3.2 The camera and its alignment apparatus 
The camera rail (shown in Figure 49) is a Newport optical rail9o, and sits on top of a raised 
bench mount, to position the camera in the path of the laser beam. The camera rail is orientated 
perpendicular to the laser rail by butting it up against a precision made 900 L-piece (901, ±0.050) 
before locking it down to the raised mount through clearance holes. This procedure ensures that 
the camera rail is perpendicular to the laser beam, to the accuracy of the L-piece. 
contact vxfaci 
ch platform 
Figure 49 - aligning the camera rail, from above 
The six-axis mount for aligning the camera sits on top of the camera rail, mounted on a rail 
slide r92. 
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Figure 50 - the six-axis mount 
The mount has micrometer screws for adjustment in the roll, pitch and yaw directions (labelled 
1,2 and 3 in Figure 50, the roll micrometer is obscured) as well as the X, Y and Z directions 
(labelled 4,5, and 6 in Figure 50). Attached to the alignment stage is a T-piece which has a pair 
of holes to which the camera is attached, facing forwards with the lens removed. 
5.3.3 The target plane 
The target plane is a fibreboard screen fixed to the bench behind the laser. The laser beam 
reflects and diffracts from the surface of the CCD, and produces a diffraction pattern on the 
screen, 80cm away. Two spots from this pattern are set to fall on two crosshairs in the target 
plane, show in Figure 51 below. 
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Figure 51 - bench setup for laser calibration. The crosshairs are marked on the two 
pieces of white paper aff ixed to the screen, marked by the two blue arrows 
5.3.4 First camera alignment 
The first camera is aligned so that the CCD is perpendicular to the laser beam, and therefore 
parallel to the laser rail. First, the camera is translated to make the laser beam hit the 
approximate centre of the CCD. Next, a pinhole screen on the laser rail is aligned with the 
incoming beam, and the surrounding diffraction pattern is used to align the camera in roll, pitch 
and yaw. The camera is then more accurately aligned in pitch and roll by sliding a target at a 
fixed height around the bench, and ensuring that the height of the horizontally diffracted beams 
are in a plane parallel to the bench surface, and at the same height as the incoming beam. The 
crosshairs in the target plane are adjusted so that a pair of horizontally diffracted points falls on 
them, and these are set as reference points for future calibrations. Figure 52, below, shows the 
alignment apparatus. 
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Figure 52 - camera alignment setup, side view 
5.3.5 Camera fixing 
The mount consists of two sections. One is fixed to the camera, and incorporates three pins 
which protrude downward into pots in the second section, which is fixed to the camera rail. The 
camera is translated vertically so that the pins are fully out of the pots in the rail plate, and glue 
is poured into the pots. The camera is then translated back down into the pots, and the 
alignment is checked to ensure that the diffracted points still fall on the crosshairs. If they do 
not, adjustments are made so that they do. The apparatus is then left in position until the glue 
has set, after which time the six-axis mount's T-piece is removed f rom the camera. The 
alignment is checked again, and once alignment is verified, the camera is known to be 
permanently set with the CCD parallel to the rail it is mounted on. 
5.3.6 Second camera alignment 
The procedure for aligning the second camera is exactly as for aligning the first, only this time 
the reference crosshairs are fixed. First, the rail is moved and the alignment stage repositioned 
so that the horizontally diffracted points f rorn the second camera fall on the crosshairs, at which 
point it is aligned with precisely the same CCD orientation in roll, pitch, yaw and z-direction as 
the first camera. 
The cameras are partially aligned in the y-direction by using the physical surfaces of the camera 
bodies. Section 4.1 . 11 shows that the cameras need only be aligned in the y-direction to an 
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accuracy of 0.838mm, and the housing is specified to be 62mm high to within 0.20m M28 . This 
gives the centre of the housing as 31 mm ± 0.1 Omm from the bottom edge, and the lens is to be 
mounted relative to the centre of the housing in the C-mount, so the centres of the bottom 
edges are made an equal height from the bench using callipers. 
The camera is glued in an identical way to the first, so that the rail has two glued and aligned 
cameras adjacent to each other. This concludes the first phase of the stereo camera setup, 
ensuring that all subsequent alignment errors are purely translational in the x, y, principal 
distance and principal point shift directions, and not rotational. 
first, aligned 
camera 
A 
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Figure 53 - aligning the second camera. The diffraction spots are not visible in this 
photograph, as the path of the laser is blocked. 
5.3.7 Potential sources of systematic error in the procedure 
The lens mount in the Basler A101CP contains a shield to protect the CCD from contamination 
by dust or other unwanted substances. The shield is part of the lens mount assembly, as shown 
in Figure 54. 
4 
1 
shield 
cavity 
Figure 54 - diagram of the interior of the camera 
In Figure 55, the dust shield has been removed. In Figure 54 and Figure 55 the C-mount is 
labelled 1, the IR cut filter is labelled 2, the CCD is labelled 3 and the camera body is labelled 4. 
ob 1- 40 
11 
-I 
Figure 55 - the interior of the camera 
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The dust shield is made from glass and is not assured to be perfectly flat or parallel to the CCD, 
and hence may cause a deviation of the laser beam as it refracts through the glass. This effect 
can be indirectly seen by observing a second laser spot, close to the zero-order diffraction spot, 
which has been reflected from the front surface of the glass. This glass shield must be removed 
in order for the results from the calibration to be genuine. Care must be taken during the 
camera's lifetime to keep dust away from the sensor. 
The Basler A101CP camera also contains an infrared cut filter, shown in Figure 54, which stops 
infrared radiation from reaching the CCD. Around the visible part of the spectrum, CCDs are 
more sensitive to longer wavelengths than shorter ones, so without a filter the CCD's red 
response, and thus the colour output, would be greatly distorted by incident infrared light. The 
CCD's response curve is shown in Figure 56, and the cut filter's transmission is shown In Figure 
57. 
Figure 56 - Spectral response curve for a Sony 2/3" Interline transfer HAD CCD. 
Wavelengths longer than about 700nm are Infrared and may distort the red response of 
3 the camera. Figure from Sonyg . 
The filter removes this light, and enables the camera to give a more balanced response to 
different colour channels in the images it acquires. 
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Figure 57 - the transmission of the Schneider B+W 486 filter. Most of the infrared and 
ultraviolet light is blocked (adapted from documentation 94) 
The filter used in the A101CP is a Schneider B+W 486 UV/lR cut filter 94 , which is precision 
manufactured to have plane-parallel surfaces to a quarter of the operating wavelength. This 
precision ensures that the angular deviation of the laser beam is not significant. The filter could 
still be mounted not parallel to the CCD, which would not affect the calibration but could show a 
second reflected spot f rorn the front of the filter, however in practice this was not observed. 
Effects of a filter not flat or not parallel to the sensor are shown in Figure 58. For these reasons, 
the IR filter is not considered a problem in this case in the construction of the stereo camera. 
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Figure 58 - effects of misaligned or wedge-shaped filters 
5.3.8 The quality of the alignment 
Testing the alignment of the CCDs is simple, requiring only that the rail is translated so that the 
beam falls on each CCID in turn. This check showed that the diffraction patterns (and hence the 
cameras) are aligned as well as can be achieved by eye. The alignment errors are detailed 
below in section 5.3.9. 
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flat parallel to sensor 
5.3.9 The errors in alignment 
There are several sources of possible error in the alignment procedure. 
Calculations of the slidebar-type errors in Table 2 below are made using the expressions 
derived in section 4.1.17 to determine the image error in pixels caused by the various errors in 
aligning the beam, rails and first camera. Spot movements for beam alignment and 1st camera 
yaw were estimated on the screen at 30cm, and those for the camera roll and pitch were 
estimated from the bench slide measurements out to 60cm. The total is calculated as the 
square root of the sum of the squares (RSS) of the individual errors. 
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Figure 59 - the right hand spot alignment for the right camera. 
Type Size (spot motion) Error Pixel error (axis) 
Beam alignment 0.1 mm over 30cm 0.020 pitch 
Beam alignment 0.1 mm over 30cm 0.020 yaw 0.02 (x), 0.02 (y) 
15' camera rail 0.0511 yaw 0.06 (x), 0.05 (y) 
ls'camera roll 0.1 mm at 60cm 0.020 roll 0.00 (x), 0.04 (y) 
ls'camera pitch 0.1 mm at 60cm 0.010 pitch 
1' camera yaw 0.2mm at 30cm 0.040 yaw 0.05 (x), 0.04 (y) 
Total 0.08 (x), 0.08 (Y) 
Table 2- slidebar errors 
The single-camera errors shown in Table 3 use the expressions derived in sections 4.1.7,4.1.8, 
4.1.9 and 4.1.12 to calculate the image error in pixels caused by the various errors in aligning 
the second camera. All camera error spot motion estimates are estimated on the screen at 
80cm, the translation stage errors are upper limits from Newport's 443 series rail 
specification25. 
Type Size (spot motion) Error Pixel error (axis) 
2"('camera roll 0.1 mm in 90cm 0.020 roll 0.17 (x), 0.21 (y) 
2"u camera pitch 0.2mm in 90cm 0.010 pitch 0.03 (x), 0.16 (y) 
2"0 camera yaw 0.2mm in 90cm 0.0111 yaw 0.17 (x), 0.03 (y) 
2nu camera Y-axis 0.1 Omm AY 0.00 (x), 0.12 (y) 
2" camera Z-axis O. 1mm in 90cm 0.265mm AZ 0.17 (x), 0.14 (y) 
Ils'translation stage roll 0.010 roll 0.16 (x), 0.13 (y) 
1"' translation stage yaw 0.010 yaw 0.27 (x), 0.05 (Y) 
2 no translation stage roll 0.010 roll 0.16 (x), 0.13 (y) 
2na translation stage yaw 0.0111 yaw 0.27 (x), 0.05 (y) 
I Total I- 0.53 (x), 0.38 (y) 
Table 3- single camera errors 
Combining both sets of alignment errors (using RSS) gives disparities for the stereoscopic 
camera pair due to errors in alignment, summarised in Table 4: 
AX Ay 
error/pixels 0.54 0.39 
Table 4- total pixel errors for the alignment procedure 
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5.4 Conclusions 
The laser alignment can be a valuable tool for aligning the first camera to the rail, but given that 
machine vision cameras and optical rail mounts are generally manufactured to a very high 
specification, how useful is it for aligning every camera? The answer to this question determines 
whether each camera must be individually aligned by laser, or whether every camera can 
simply be mounted from the same 6-axis stage (with the same settings) as the first camera. 
Before aligning the second camera with the laser, a measurement of the spot locations 
compared to the spot locations from the first camera's diffraction pattern was made. This shows 
the differences in sensor position relative to the mounting between the two cameras. The 
differences in the spot positions were: 
First spot, (+6mm, +8mm) 
Second spot, (+7mm, +6mm) 
Given the screen distance of 800mm, this indicates a camera misalignment of approximately 
0.211 in roll, and 0.50 in pitch and yaw. This error is made up of two components, one due to the 
positioning of the sensor relative to the mounting, and one due to the error in repeating the six- 
axis stage's slider orientation on the rail. This error would produce significant image errors of 
about 5.4 pixels in the x direction and 5.1 pixels in the y direction, and so the laser alignment 
must be used for each and every camera. 
The method has the advantage not only of high accuracy, but of simplicity. The process lends 
itself to automation, since feedback from two spot detectors can in principle control actuators to 
adjust the alignment apparatus. 
An alternative would be to use cameras where the sensor is aligned relative to the camera's 
mounting points to within the required accuracy. Then, the cameras could be aligned simply by 
physically aligning the mountings. However, this would require the sensor alignment to be set 
using a similar method to the one used here for the whole camera. 
5.5 Summary 
This chapter has shown how using a laser to align the sensors in a digital stereoscopic camera 
system can achieve a high level of accuracy, which in the case of the camera system described 
above produces a vertical image error of only 0.39 pixels. This concludes the first part of the 
ill 
camera calibration, and chapter 6 describes the second part, that of calibrating the lens 
systems. 
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6 Lens calibration 
6.1 Method 
6.1.1 Introduction 
Of the nine errors possible in the simple pinhole error model adopted in section 4.1.2, six are 
eliminated by the laser alignment - pitch, roll, yaw and x-, y- and z-translations. This leaves only 
the x-centre, y-centre and principal distance errors to be addressed by a calibration of the lens. 
These three errors are caused by translations of the lens centre in the X-, Y- and Z-directions. 
6.1.2 Translation errors 
The x-centre and y-centre translations arise from misalignments of the optical centre of the lens 
with the centre of the sensor arrays, and produce two-dimensional translations of the images 
within their own plane. If the misalignments of the two cameras' optical centres are not the 
same, one image of the stereo pair will appear translated with respect to the other. The error 
could be eliminated by fixing the optical centre to lie on the same principal axis in each camera, 
however this is impractical for three reasons. Firstly, locating the optical centre with pixel or 
better accuracy is diffiCUlt47. Secondly, lens assemblies and their mountings are not normally 
rigid. Screw mountings such as the C-mount allow motion between the two threads, and lens 
systems are generally unstable to being moved, adjusted or knocked. Finally, the camera 
requires that the lens be able to focus, and the action of focusing the lens involves moving 
either the whole lens assembly or elements within it, which moves the optical centre and the 
principal point, notably where the optical axis of the lens is not aligned with the mechanical axis 
of the focusing system. Eliminating this error in hardware is therefore very difficult. However, 
cropping an image pair to remove a translation between them is a simple and nondestructive 
operation, so a software correction is a satisfactory solution. The only drawback to this method 
is that the final image size will be smaller (though only slighly smaller for a small translation 
correction) than the maximum available from the image array if areas are cropped out. This 
could be helped by using an intentionally oversized sensor, or an undersized output image. 
In order to correctly crop the image, the amount of cropping must be determined. Automatic 
cropping requires stereo matching, which is prone to inaccuracy and errorý6. Most stereo 
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matching schemes are tailored to a particular scene structure 96 , and do not perform uniformly 
overall conceivable scenes. The most fundamental problem facing automatic matching 
schemes is that of occlusion, as it is not possible to match a feature or area on one image to 
one which does not exist in the other97 . Automatic cropping schemes based on scene analysis 
must also overcome problems including brightness or colour differences between the two 
images, reflections, repetitive features, featureless regions and other variety in the types of 
image concerned, while a cropping based on a calibration of the hardware performs measurably 
and uniformly for any type of scene. Such a call bration-based cropping requires less on- 
demand computation than scene analysis methods, and can even give a correct cropping value 
forfeatureless images. So, any lens calibration should calculate the cropping required for a 
given image pair. 
Because of the instability discussed above, this may not be pixel-accurate, but the calculated 
cropping can assist software in narrowing down the range of possible matches for a more 
accurate cropping determination. 
To avoid focusing errors as described above, a scheme might be constructed where the lens is 
held firmly in place, while the sensor is translated back and forth to provide focusing control. 
Such a scheme is not used here, for two reasons. Firstly, lens focusing mechanisms are 
available as standard features on lens systems, and are largely self-contained. Detaching the 
lens from the mounting on the camera body for a basic body translation focusing mechanism 
would expose the sensor surface (or any filter on top of it) to environmental hazards such as 
dust or fumes. Secondly, the translation stages available for test quote and show a high 
tolerance on angular deviation95, but do not quote tolerances on linear deviation from the 
translation axis. Body translation focusing experiments with the Newport translation stages? s 
show unrepeatable image shifts of several pixels, thought to be due to contamination of the 
translation stage rails with dust. For these reasons, the conventional focusing method of using 
the lens system's focusing barrel is used at this time. 
6.1.3 Scaling errors 
Principal distance errors arise through the optical centres of the two lenses being located at 
different distances from their sensors. This produces an inequality in the fields of view between 
the two cameras, and so one image appears scaled with respect to the other. When taking an 
image, if each camera is focused to give maximum sharpness at the same point, any difference 
in principal distance is due to a difference between the focal lengths of the two lenses. If the two 
lenses have significantly different focal lengths, then they cannot both produce sharp images at 
the same scale unless the aperture is very small. Given an operating aperture for the camera 
and a limit for the out of focus blur, the required closeness of the focal lengths of the two lenses 
can be calculated. 
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Figure 60 - overlaid ray diagrams for a pair of cameras with different focal lengths 
The most flexible arrangement has the image plane behind the focal plane for the camera with 
the shorter focal length, and the image plane in front of the focal plane for the camera with the 
longer focal length. Figure 67 shows the arrangement. 
The aperture has diameter a, the out of focus disk has diameter w, the focal lengths of the two 
cameras are at distances f1 and f2 f rom the optical centre, and the image plane is at a distance c 
such that the disk has the smallest maximum size possible in either image. 
By similar triangles: 
L2) (2) 
A C-fl 
a (w) 
2) 2 
AA-C 
Equation 42 
So: 
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fI '+-f)=f2('-W 
aa) 
, +-W 
Equation 43 
For the Basler All 13C camera with the Schneider 8mm lens at f/2.8, a maximum blur of I pixel 
(6.7ýLm), w=1 pixel and a= 426.44 pixels. This gives the ratio Of f2 to f1 as 1.0047. So the focal 
lengths must be within 0.47% of each other in order to give images of the same scale with a one 
pixel focal sharpness. 
In practice, it is difficult to achieve the flexibility of the above arrangement, because it is difficult 
to measure a one-pixel blur on an object every time an image is taken. An easier arrangement 
has one camera being focused as well as possible on an object, while the other camera is 
slaved to produce an image of the same scale. This effectively makes one of the focal lengths 
equal to c: in the above derivation, and reduces the maximum difference in focal length of the 
two lenses by half to 0.24%. 
A lens calibration should therefore be able to test whether or not the focal lengths of a pair of 
lenses are within this tolerance, since a pair of lenses outside the tolerance are unsuitable for a 
camera which is to take images that do not require scaling in post-processing. Because the 
camera will be required to focus on different objects at different times, and the second camera 
is to be slaved to the first in regard to image scale, the calibration will need to provide enough 
information to do this as well. 
6.1.4 Requirements 
The calibration needs to allow a pair of cameras to be matched in image scale, and to calculate 
the translation between the images on the basis of the lens focusing. Since the lens is 
responsible for forming the image, it makes sense to use an imaging method for the calibration. 
The actual calibration must measure the x, y position of a target as well as the scale, at a range 
of lens focus points which is sufficient to describe the scale and position at any lens focus point 
to be used. In order to image a target over a wide range of lens focus positions, the lens needs 
to be operated at a very small aperture to enable the image to be in reasonable focus 
throughout the calibration. The target and its analysis must also be robust to some degree of 
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out of focus blurring, since this will occur even at a lens's typical minimum aperture of around 
f/22. 
6.1.5 Basic features of the calibration 
Though many camera calibration methods exist46, the existing alignment of the camera sensors 
detailed in 5 simplifies the requirements of this camera's calibration, as only principal point and 
distance must be calibrated, and these only need to be calibrated in each camera relative to the 
other. This simplification allows for the used of fixed cameras and target, and for the target to be 
planar, which makes the calibration process simpler and more portable than less specific 
calibrations. 
Calibration involves two important steps. The first is to identify features or areas in images taken 
with the cameras, and to determine a set of image coordinates which characterise their 
positions. The second step is to use these coordinates to calculate the state of the cameras, in 
this case in terms of principal point and distance. 
Since the calibration images will not typically be in sharp focus, identification and measurement 
of edges or textures is not advisable. Out of focus points bear a close resemblance to stellar 
images in astronomical photographs, and there are many existing tests of methods for locating 
such points9"'99"00. The two most successful methods are the centroid and the Gaussian f it". 
Tests have shown that the centroid method often tends to perform more accurately'00, 
especially when the points being measured are large99 (such large points also being more 
accurately locateable than small points"). Under poor contrast conditions, where the 
background level of the images is high, the most successful point location method is that of the 
modified moment analysis? 8, an adaptation of the centroid method where only pixels above a 
background threshold level contribute to the centroid. Since poor contrast between target point 
and background is to be produced by calibrating at low aperture and high gain (the cameras 
have a 130ms upper limit on exposure time 28), large target points should be used along with a 
thresholded centroid method of point location. 
Once the calibration point coordinates have been extracted, they must be converted into a 
characteristic position and scale for each image. Existing models'01 contain coupled 47 
parameters which if not fixed manually would cause inaccuracy in the determination of position 
and scale, and for simplicity a simpler model is adopted. The position is characterised by the 
centre of mass of the target points, and the scale is characterised by the mean distance 
between the points. 
images of a planar target are taken at a series of measured focal positions with both cameras, 
after which the same set of points is extracted from each image and used to determine the 
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translation and scale change between any pair of the images. This data is then used to link the 
focus position of a lens to the scale of the image produced, so that a pair of cameras can be 
matched, provided the lens focal lengths are found to be similar. One camera is set for optimum 
focus on the scene to the photographed, and the other camera's focus is calculated and set 
such that the scales of the images produced are equal. The images are taken, and the 
calibration data is used to provide an estimate of the translation between the two images for 
cropping purposes. 
During the calibration, the assumption is made that the relative parameters of the two cameras' 
optical systems do not change as the aperture size changes, where the apertures of the two 
cameras are the same as each other. Maximum aperture (approximately f/1.4) is required to 
accurately identify the best focus position of each lens (as in 6.3.1), while minimum aperture 
(approximately f/22) is required to keep the calibration target in acceptable focus at all 
necessary focus positions (as in 6.1.6). The aperture setting for taking stereoscopic images will 
be dependent on the scene brightness and restrictions on exposure time (as in 4.1.18). 
Subsequent sections describe the calibration procedure in detail, and 11.2 and 11.3 provide a 
simple step-by-step summary. 
6.1.6 The calibration target 
The target can be relatively simple, because it only needs to contain measurable points in a 
single plane parallel to the image planes of the cameras. If zero lens distortion is assumed, the 
location and distribution of the points is unimportant, however this would be a stronger 
assumption than has been made up to this point. With distortion (other lens aberrations have 
comparatively minor effects on overall image geometry), it is important that the points are 
distributed as evenly as possible over the image so that the distortion does not bias the 
calibration in any particular direction. The points should fall comfortably within the field of view 
of both cameras for all focus positions, so that every point extracted can be tracked across all 
calibration images. Their extraction must be resistant to small amounts of blurring, and the 
target must be bright enough that the cameras can produce usably bright images at the small 
apertures (f/22 on the Schneider 8mm lenses) necessary to fulfil the depth of focus 
requirements. 
The simplest way to extract features from an image is by using a simple threshold to pick out 
light or dark features. If, as is usual, more than one pixel per feature falls above the threshold, 
the pixels must be grouped by feature and a point extracted from each group. Using Gaussian- 
blurred spots is appropriate for the calibration, for several reasons. The use of an intentionally 
blurred target means that its analysis will necessarily be able to deal with the blur introduced by 
focusing the lens. The Gaussian blur causes the centre of each spot to be its darkest point, 
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giving a simple way to estimate the centre before centroiding. This estimate can be used as a 
check to ensure the analysis is working properly, and also as the centre for the centroid 
operation. Each spot is radially symmetric, so the calibration target will have the same 
properties however the features are orientated in the target plane. 
The blurred spots were drawn in Paint Shop Pro' 02 , and arranged in a grid pattern as shown 
in 
Figure 61: 
Figure 61 - pattern of blurred spots used for calibration target 
The pattern was laser printed on to transparencies, and pairs of transparencies were overlaid 
and taped together to increase the darkness of the spots beyond the printer's range. Four sets 
of transparencies were mounted on a large AO light box, with an additional spot roughly in the 
centre of the arrangement (to allow a simple estimate of overall translation), as shown in Figure 
62: 
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Figure 62 - the target as seen by one of the cameras in a stereo pair 
The light box provided a bright background against which the dark spots strongly contrasted. 
The brightness produced was sufficient to form a clear image of the target at the lenses' 
minimum apertures at the cameras'maximum exposure time of 130ms, without needing to use 
high gain settings that would have introduced high levels of noise into the images. 
The target was aligned parallel (to within about 1mm) with the camera rail, at a distance of 
90cm, 
6.1.7 Image acquisition 
Images are taken at a sequence of measurable and repeatable lens focus positions for both 
cameras, at minimum aperture (approximately f/22). The focus positions are measured using 
the orientation of the rings used to manually focus each lens, and images are taken at a number 
of regular intervals sufficient to describe the behaviour of each lens. With the lenses used, 
backlash caused by slack in the barrels threads was not found to be evident, however as a 
general precaution all measurement runs were performed in the same order from distant to 
close focus positions. 
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Each image is interpolated from the initial colour-masked image to a full greyscale image for 
analysis. 
6.1.8 The point extraction method 
The method for analysing the images contains a number of simple steps. First, the image is 
thresholded to pick out the points, which appear dark on the light background. An initial guess is 
made for the threshold, and the image is scanned row by row. Once a pixel darker than the 
threshold is found, a point is recognised if it is a specified distance away from every other 
recognised point. If the new point is close to an existing point, the darker of the two points is 
assigned as the recognised point. The total number of recognised points in the image is 
counted, and if the number is not equal to the actual number of points In the image (which is 
fixed), the threshold is adjusted and the process repeated until the proper number of points are 
detected. 
Each point is then centroided, with every pixel darker than some fraction of the threshold 
counting towards the centroid weight. The centroids form the output of the point extraction 
process. Each individual centroid has an associated random error which will vary with the exact 
conditions and method used. The error will contain components due to inaccuracies in 
positioning the lens focus ring, shifts in the position of the optics, image noise and the limitations 
of the detector. For the method and conditions used in section 6.3, the total of these errors is 
estimated to be 0.36 pixels in the x-direction, and 0.32 pixels in the y-direction, per pixel. This 
was calculated as the root mean square deviation in the x and y directions, from the mean 
position across 5 image sets, for 141 points imaged through two cameras. The individual point 
errors are shown in Figure 63 below: 
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Figure 63 - errors in point locations for 1410 points 
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With each calibration image containing 141 points, each with a random error as described, the 
calculated x and y translation of each image is subject to an average error of 0.03 pixels in both 
the x and y directions. 
The above algorithm contains several parameters, including the assumed minimum point 
separation, the initial threshold estimate, the centroid width and the fraction of the threshold to 
use for centroiding. These are set manually depending on the properties of the calibration 
images (such as scale, brightness, contrast) to enable all of the points to be properly detected. 
No manual intervention is necessary in terms of matching or identifying individual points. 
6.1.9 The image change calculation method 
The point extraction method produces a set of points which should be the same target points 
across the image sequence. Each point in the second series is matched to a point in the first, 
using the closest point in the first. This uses an assumption that the motion of the image points 
between images is smaller than the distance between image points in a static image, which is 
valid for a focusing calibration such as this. If any two points in either image set compete for the 
same match, the closest match is chosen. The process is repeated matching every nth point set 
with the (n-l)th point set until the whole sequence of image point sets have been processed. 
Any matches with a distance between matched points greater than a specified value are 
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rejected as incorrect matches. If in any image a point is unable to be matched, it is erased from 
the entire matched set, in other words only points which can be tracked across every image are 
kept. In a data set of 5 images per camera, with 141 points in each image, this algorithm 
correctly matched every single point. 
At this point, each image has an associated set of image points which correspond to the centres 
of the same set of target points. Each image has a scale calculated, which is the mean distance 
between pairs of points in the set. Each image also has a position calculated as the average 
point position in the set. The change in scale corresponds to the image scale change due to 
changes in principal distance, and the change in position corresponds to the image translation 
due to principal point movement. These changes produce a profile of the camera, and the 
process is repeated for the second camera in the stereo pair. 
The above process enables the relative scale and position of images produced by the cameras 
to be calculated for any point in the lenses'focus positions. This means that any the scale and 
translation between any pair of images taken by the cameras can be determined if the focus 
positions are known. Translations are of course dependent on the scale change, since the 
centre of the zoom (the principal point) is undetermined, but since the calibration will be used to 
match the scales of the two cameras' images, a more complex analysis is unnecessary. 
6.1.10 The effect of lens distortion on parameter estimates 
Since lenses are generally subject to lens distortion, its effects on the calibration must be 
estimated. This is performed through modelling the effects of distortion on the calibration target, 
and the parameters derived from an image of it, and comparing the results with those from a 
wider and more even point distribution. 
The calibration target is modelled as four grids of points, with one additional central point, as 
shown in Figure 64 below: 
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Figure 64 - modelled point distribution of the calibration target 
This is an approximation of the calibration pattern seen from a left camera position. 
The wide distribution is modelled as 504 points distributed more finely and more evenly, as 
shown in Figure 65 below: 
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Figure 65 - modelled wide calibration target point distribution 
Again, this is modelled for the left camera position. 
For the purposes of the model, the parameters show in Table 5 below are assumed: 
Parameter Value 
Left to right view x-translation -130 pixels 
Left to right view y-translation -10 pixels 
Radial distortion coefficient, k 4.5x 1 0-'j pixels-ý-' 
Radial distortion, percentage -3% 
Sensor format 2/3" 
Sensor resolution 12840024 pixels 
Lens focal length 8mm 
Modelled distortion centre coordinates (642,512) 
Table 5- parameters for lens distortion modelling 
These values are close approximations of the actual parameters of the stereoscopic camera. 
Distorting the modelled calibration target produces the point set shown below in Figure 66: 
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Figure 66 - modelled distortion of the calibration target for left (L) and right (R) camera 
images 
The parameters extracted for the point distributions are shown below in Table 6: 
Undistorted Target (distorted) Wide set (distorted) 
dx -130.00 -127.97 -127.34 
dy -10.00 -9.89 -9.82 
scale 1.00000 0.99978 0.99994 
Table 6- extracted parameters for modelled point distributions 
The wide set is interpreted as an approximately ideal calibration target, and the target set is an 
approximation of the target actually used. The difference between the target and wide point sets 
gives an estimate of the errors caused by using a non-ideal calibration target, and these errors 
are summarised in Table 7 below. All errors are expressed in pixel values, assuming a sensor 
size of 12841024. Errors are treated as systematic, as the target image does not move from 
one calibration image to the next by an amount comparable to the disparities between the 
cameras, and are totalled accordingly. 
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Error magnitude/pixels 
translation 0.63(x), 0.07(y) 
scale change 0.1 O(X), 0.08(y) 
total 0.73(x), 0.15(y) 
Table 7- systematic errors produced through the calibration target used 
These errors are small in comparison to human tolerances for false disparity (as described in 
section 1.6), especially in the vertical direction. The horizontal error may be reduced by 
reducing the disparity in the camera pair. 
6.2 Software for the lens calibration 
6.2.1 Packages used 
The software to implement the method in section 6.1 was mostly written in Microsoft Visual C++, 
while other parts of the method used commercial software. The sequence in which the various 
programs were applied is detailed below. 
First, the images were captured using the self-written camera GUL This produced images in the 
Windows bitmap format'03, which were saved to disk and converted to portable greymap'04 
format using Paint Shop Pro'02 . The portable greymap format is a simple ASCII list format, 
where (after a brief header section) the files consist of a series of decimal greyscale values for 
each pixel. These files were colour mask-interpolated by a self-written interpolation utility and 
saved as more portable greymaps. The interpolated greymaps were the input for the self-written 
point extraction and analysis program, which produced one text file per run containing the 
positions (the centre of mass of the calibration target points) and scales (mean target point to 
point distances) of each image. These text files were then pasted into Excellos, and the data 
could from there be characterised by a linear fit (in the case of scale changes, which should 
behave linearly with focus ring rotations of the lenses) or used to look up the translation (which 
is not so suitable for fitting a function to) for a given lens position. 
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6.3 Lens calibration 
6.3.1 Check for closeness of focal length 
As described in section 6.1.3, the lenses are required to have the same focal length to within 
0.24%. To check that the lenses used meet this requirement, an image is taken with each lens 
at its sharpest focus (using high image magnification to help estimate this position by eye), and 
the scales are calculated and compared. The Schneider 8mm lens pair used in the cameras 
met the closeness criterion (from section 6.1.3), producing a scale ratio at best focus which was 
0.9982. The focal lengths of the lens are therefore within 0.18% of each other, which is enough 
to give acceptably sharp images when the image scales are matched. 
6.3.2 Interpretation of graphs 
The remainder of this section contains several graphs which indicate the results of the lens 
calibrations performed. In those graphs that show the behaviour of a single quantity as the lens 
is focused, the x-axis shows the position of the lens focus barrel in degrees. The lower end of 
the scale corresponds to lower principal distance and focus on distant objects, while the higher 
end of the scale corresponds to higher principal distance and focus on close objects. 
6.3.3 Results - left lens 
The left lens was calibrated over a range of focus barrel rotational positions of 1401, 
(corresponding to focusing from beyond infinity to within 1 Ocm), with a resolution of 211, repeated 
four times to give five full sets of positions and scales. All the figures show changes as a 
function of the focus barrel position. Figure 67 and Figure 68 show the translation of the target 
image points'centre of mass as a function of lens focus, and Figure 69 shows the changing 
scale of the target image, also as a function of the focus position of the lens. 
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Figure 67 - the change in target centre x-position xc with varying lens focus, left camera 
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Figure 68 - the change in target centre y-position yc with varying lens focus, left camera 
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Figure 69 - the change in image scale with varying lens focus, left camera 
The translations shown in Figure 67 and Figure 68 are generally repeatable between runs to 
within one pixel, and show no dominant simple behaviour. The scale change shown in Figure 69 
shows high repeatability and a linear behaviour, as expected. 
6.3.4 Characterisation - left lens 
The positions of the target centre can be represented by an average of the five runs. The points 
in Figure 70 and Figure 71 below are the means of the five values for that focus position from 
the five data runs, and don't show any pattern not previously seen. Figure 72 plots the points on 
an x, y grid to illustrate the movement in two dimensions, and shows the complex nature of the 
image translations. 
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Figure 70 - mean target centre x-position xc with varying lens focus, left camera 
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Figure 71 - mean target centre y-position yc with varying lens focus, left camera 
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Figure 72 - movement of target centre (xc, yc) across the image as the lens is focused, left 
camera 
The complex pattern shown in Figure 72 does not show enough of a pattern for simple 
modelling of the behaviour to be effective. 
The five individual runs illustrate typical deviations from the mean positions, as shown in Figure 
73 and Figure 74 below. The values are as those in Figure 67 and Figure 68, with Figure 70 and 
Figure 71 respectively subtracted. These figures illustrate the variability of the five translation 
calibrations from the average behaviour. 
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Figure 73 - deviation of target centre x-position xc from the mean with varying lens focus, 
left camera 
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Figure 74 - deviation of target centre y-position yc from the mean with varying lens focus, 
left camera 
The standard deviation from the mean is 0.124 in the x-direction, and 0.142 in the y-direction. 
The zoom can be represented by a linear function obtained by least-squares fitting the image 
scale data. The function is as shown in Equation 44, and the constants shown are applicable 
only to the individual camera: 
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scaleL ýa1, + bl. . 
focus,, 
aL = 284.46 
bL = 0.1291 
Equation 44 
The data shows a high degree of linear correlation, having an R2 value (the coefficient of 
variation'06 - which is square of the Pearson product moment correlation coefficient - the 
fraction of the change in one variable that can be statistically attributed to the change in the 
other) of 0.9999467. The deviation from this function is shown below. Each data point is the 
scale for the point divided by the value predicted by the fitted function. 
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Figure 75 - deviation of the image scale from the fitted scale estimate with varying lens 
focus, left camera 
The standard deviation of the scale spread is 0.000129. This would produce a vertical disparity 
of within ±0.066 pixels 
6.3.5 Results - right lens 
The right lens was calibrated, exactly as with the left lens, over a range of 1400 (corresponding 
to focusing from beyond infinity to within 10cm), with a resolution of 20, repeated four times to 
give five full sets of positions and scales. The results are shown in Figure 76, Figure 77 and 
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Figure 78. Figure 76 and Figure 77 show the translation of the target image points' centre of 
mass as a function of lens focus, and Figure 78 shows the changing scale of the target image, 
also as a function of the focus position of the lens. 
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Figure 76 - the change in target centre x-position xc with varying lens focus, right camera 
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Figure 77 - the change in target centre y-position yc with varying lens focus, right camera 
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Figure 78 - the change in image scale with varying lens focus, right camera 
The translations shown in Figure 76 and Figure 77 are repeatable between runs to within 1.1 
pixels, and show no dominant simple behaviour. The y-position data varies much more from 300 
to 1000 than from 1000 to 1700, possibly due to a loose component within the lens assembly. 
The scale change shown in Figure 78 shows high repeatability and a linear behaviour, as 
expected. 
6.3.6 Characterisation, right lens 
As for the left lens in section 6.3.4, the positions of the target centre can be represented by an 
average of the five runs. The points in Figure 79 and Figure 80 below are the means of the five 
values for that focus position from the five data runs. Figure 81 plots the points on an x, y grid to 
illustrate the movement in two dimensions, and shows the complex nature of the image 
translations. 
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Figure 79 - mean target centre x-position with varying lens focus, right camera 
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Figure 80 - mean target centre y-position with varying lens focus, right camera 
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Figure 81 - movement of target centre across the image as the lens is focused, right 
camera. The two points located away from the rest of the pattern (at 583.7,514.1 and 
585.8,513.1) are the first and last points in the sequence - the focus barrel is tighter 
towards the outside of its range of movement, and the tightening sometimes introduces 
extra translations 
The complex pattern shown in Figure 81 does not show enough of a pattern for simple 
modelling of the behaviour to be effective. 
The five individual runs illustrate typical deviations from the average positions, as shown in 
Figure 82 and Figure 83. The values are as those in Figure 76 and Figure 77, with Figure 79 
and Figure 80 respectively subtracted. These figures illustrate the variability of the five 
translation calibrations from the average behaviour. 
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Figure 82 - deviation of target centre x-position from the mean with varying lens focus, 
right camera 
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Figure 83 - deviation of target centre y-position from the mean with varying lens focus, 
right camera 
The standard deviation from the mean is 0.190 in the x-direction, and 0.220 in the y-direction. 
As with the left camera, the zoom is represented by a linear function obtained by least-squares 
fitting the image scale data. The function is given in Equation 45, and the values for the 
coefficients are specific to the camera measured. 
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1 
scale, = aR + 
bR'fOCUSR 
aR = 285.24 
bn = 0.1267 
Equation 45 
The data shows a high degree of linear correlation, having an R2 value of 0.9999068. The 
deviation f rom this function is shown in Figure 84. Each data point is the scale for the point 
divided by the value predicted by the fitted function. 
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Figure 84 - deviation of the image scale from the fitted scale estimate with varying lens 
focus, right camera 
The standard deviation of the scale spread is 0.000168. This would produce a vertical disparity 
of within ±0.086 pixels 
6.3.7 Scale matching 
By combining the information about each of the two cameras, the behaviour of the camera pair 
can be determined. The first priority is to match the scales of the images produced by the 
cameras. For this, Equation 44 and Equation 45 must equate as shown in Equation 46. 
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scale, = scale, scalesystinatic-error 
aR +bR (aL + bL *fOCUSL) * scale systematic-error 
Equation 46 
The scales must be equal, taking into account the systematic error described in section 6.1.10. 
Rearranging gives: 
foCU'R 
- 
(a. + bL. focusL) * scalesysiematic-error aR 
bR 
Equation 47 
The a and b coefficients for the two calibrated cameras are, from Equation 44 and Equation 45, 
summarised in Table 8, along with the systematic error from section 6.1.10: 
aL 284.46 
bL 0.1281 
aR 285.24 
bR 0.1267 
scalesystematic-error 0.99984 
Table 8-a and b coefficients and systematic scale error for the left and right cameras 
Substituting values f rom Table 8 into Equation 47 gives: 
foCUSR="0109*fOCUSL 6.52 
Equation 48 
When using the camera, the focus can now be set using the left lens, and Equation 48 can be 
used to determine the correct focus to set the dght lens to, in order to match the scales of the 
images. 
6.3.8 Translation estimates 
Using the motion of the target centre in the images taken by the two cameras, the translation 
between the images can be estimated. The translation from the left image to the right image is 
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simply the target centre position in the right image minus the target centre position in the left 
image, at focus positions producing equal scales in the two images. 
Figure 85 and Figure 86 show the translation between the two cameras for the previously 
measured values of focus position. To calculate the target centre position for the right lens, it is 
necessary to interpolate between the measured values, because the right lens focus positions 
are no longer restricted to the previously measured values. For example, if the left lens is 
focused at 1230, Equation 48 gives the required right lens f ocus position as 118.40. The 
calibration measured the target centre position at 1180 and 1200, so a simple linear interpolation 
means that the target centre position at 118.40 can be calculated as 0.8 of the position at 118 
plus 0.2 of the position at 1200. In practice, this interpolation needs to be performed for both 
lenses since the left lens position does not have to be set to one of the previously measured 
values either, but for purposes of illustration here it is simpler to show translations using the 
previously measured values for only one lens. 
The range of operation of the cameras as a stereo pair is slightly smaller than for each lens 
calibration individually, since the range of the pair may only include those focus positions where 
the scales can be matched between the two cameras. This reduced range still includes the 
entire set of focus positions needed for the stereo camera's use. 
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Figure 85 - x-translation dx from the left to the right image with varying left lens focus 
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Figure 86 - y-translation dy from the left to the right image with varying left lens focus 
The above two figures show an estimate for the translations between images taken with the 
stereo camera. The x-translation is largely dependent on the distance to the calibration target 
(90cm) and the horizontal separation of the cameras (10cm), and most of that translation is due 
to normal stereoscopic horizontal disparity. In this case, and with camera parameters as in 
Equation 10, the x-translation due to horizontal disparity is -132.67 pixels. 
The data for dx, dy can be used to crop an image pair taken with the stereoscopic camera, as a 
function of the lens focus positions, after including a correction for the systematic error caused 
by the calibration target, as described in section 6.1.10. This correction is simply an addition of 
the translation errors to the predicted dx and dy. The values for vertical disparity are the most 
important, because vertical disparity should be reduced as much as possible, so the cropping 
should always be the same as dy. The dx values may be used with an offset representing the 
desired distance at which the scene should exhibit zero disparity (since they represent zero 
disparity at 90cm from the camera - the horizontal disparity due to horizontal separation is given 
by Equation 26), to set the ZDP distance as a function of lens focus positions. 
6.3.9 Durability of the calibration 
As noted in section 3.4, lens systems are generally unstable. A calibration of the stereo 
camera's lenses was made approximately six weeks before the detailed calibration above, so 
that the effect of time and use on the camera could be measured. During the interval, the 
camera assembly was gently moved to a few different locations in the office, and images were 
taken, involving adjustments being made to the lens focus positions. The initial calibration 
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contained a single run, with images taken at 50 intervals. The target distance was again 91cm, 
with an estimated error of ±1 mm. 
The scale calibration produced the following parameters for the line fits, compared with the 
parameters for the current calibration given in Table 8, shown in Table 9 below: 
old new 
aL 284.65 284.46 
bL 0.1280 0.1281 
aR 285.48 285.24 
bR 0.1259 0.1267 
Table 9-a and b coefficients for the "old" calibration, with the "new" values for 
comparison 
The R2 values for the left and right line fits were 0.9999558 and 0.9998988 respectively. 
Deviations of the data from the fitted function are shown in Figure 87 and Figure 88. 
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Figure 87 - deviation of the image scale from the fitted scale estimate with varying lens 
focus, left camera, old calibration 
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Figure 88 - deviation of the image scale from the fitted scale estimate with varying lens 
focus, right camera, old calibration 
Equating the scales of the left and right images for the old calibration as in Equation 47 gives: 
focus, = 1.0 169 *. focus,, - 6.66 
Equation 49 
The maximum difference in right lens focus positions predicted by the full and old calibrations is 
0.580, which would correspond to a scale difference of about 0.024% (which equates to a 
maximum vertical disparity of 0.12 pixels) if the old calibration was in error. 
Below are graphs showing the translations from the left to the right image, with the full 
calibrations from Figure 85 and Figure 86 superimposed for comparison. 
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Figure 89 - x-translation from the left to the right image with varying left lens focus, both 
full and old calibrations 
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Figure 90 - y-translation from the left to the right image with varying left lens focus, both 
full and old calibrations 
The x-translations are consistent to within 1.1 pixels, with most of the deviation being at the 
higher values of left lens focus position. The basic shape of the graphs is generally similar 
between the two calibrations. The y-translations are consistent to within 1.5 pixels, with a gap of 
1 to 1.5 pixels being maintained at the majority of focus positions. Again, the basic shape of the 
graphs are similar over most of the focal range. 
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The similarities between the shapes of the translation graphs from separate calibrations indicate 
the potential for a high degree of repeatability, and a calibration that is partly stable over time. 
However, as shown by the y-translation graphs, use of the camera can introduce a global 
translation error into the calibration. This is probably due to the disturbance of one or more 
elements within one or both of the lens assemblies. 
6.3.10 Summary of the errors in the lens calibration 
The standard errors for the lens calibration derived in section 6.3.4 and section 6.3.6 are 
surnmarised in Table 10: 
camera Ax/pixels Ay/pixels AC/C 
left 0.124 0.142 0.000129 
right 0.190 0.220 0.000168 
Table 10 - summary of lens calibration random errors 
These are independent errors, so combine using RSS (root sum squares), to give the total lens 
calibration errors for the camera pair. Converting all errors to pixels and truncating to two 
decimal places produces the results in Table 11: 
Ax/pixels Ay/pixels 
translation error/pixels 0.23 0.26 
zoom error/pixels 0.14 0.11 
total random error/pixelTI 0.27 0.28 
Table 11 - total random errors from lens calibration 
These errors are valid on short timescales (days, weeks), and are suitable for use in 
comparison with other calibration methods. For longer timescales, an overall translation may be 
introduced due to shifts in the lenses, as described in section 6.3.9, the magnitude of which will 
depend on how the lenses are treated. For a month's general use, this shift was within 1.5 
pixels. 
The total errors shown above are dominated by the errors due to repositioning the lenses. 
These arise through incorrect positioning of the focus barrel (from human error in setting the 
rotation position, and from slack in the focus barrel thread), and through motion of all or part of 
the lens assembly due to forces applied during the positioning. Errors arising f rorn the software 
calibration are estimated in section 6.1.8 to contribute only ±0.03 pixels. 
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6.3.11 Conclusions on lens calibration 
Lens calibration provides an effective way of estimating both the focal positions necessary to 
match the scales of the images taken with a stereo camera, as well as estimating the translation 
between the images (and hence the cropping required). 
The high linearity of the image scale with focus position implies that a simpler calibration could 
suffice to match image scale between cameras, and the stability over time is high enough that 
lenses are unlikely to need to be recalibrated for scale matching unless a larger than normal 
disturbance to the lens occurs. The difference between the two calibrations implies a maximum 
vertical disparity of less than 0.3 pixels at any point in the image, if the other calibration was 
used to match the scales at either time. The lenses are also very close in terms of their focusing 
threads, in other words a rotation of 10 on one lens! s focus ring is very nearly equal in terms of 
scaling effect to 10 on the other's. The calibration for scale might therefore only need to be as 
simple as a single image with each camera to determine the offset of the focusing positions, in 
order to provide a useful calibration. 
The variability in the translations between the two cameras' images over long periods of time 
means that one initial calibration is not sufficient to predict future translations with to an 
accuracy within one pixel. The similar shapes of the graphs suggest that an Initial calibration to 
find the shape of the translation graph, along with single image pair measurements after moving 
the camera about to determine the graph's offset, might be enough to estimate translations with 
reasonable accuracy. The translation predictions can only be estimates because the lenses 
used are unstable systems (as described in section 3.4), and should be used as such rather 
than as a confident measure of the exact disparities. 
If the lens system could be redesigned for greater stability, so that image translations were 
repeatable to within a pixel, then this calibration method could be used to predict the image 
translation, and necessary cropping, between a pair of stereoscopic images to sub-pixel 
accuracy. Kinematic mountings are designed for repeatability, and though not investigated 
during the course of this thesis, should be examined for suitability in future work (further details 
in section 10.5.1) to improve stereoscopic camera design in this respect. 
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7 The calibrated camera 
7.1 Introduction 
This chapter concerns the integration of the camera components into a complete system. The 
method for calibrating the sensor orientation has been laid out in chapter 5, but maintaining this 
orientation requires a mounting design which prevents subsequent movement of the 
components. 7.2 describes the mounting of the cameras, in terms of the mechanical 
components used and the method of assembly. 7.3 shows the completed camera system, while 
7.4 illustrates some of the strengths of the camera system through sample images captured 
with it. 7.5 briefly describes some user reactions to stereoscopic images taken with the camera. 
Z2 The camera mounting 
7.2.1 Purpose and design principles 
The purpose of the camera mounting is to hold the two cameras in their aligned relative 
positions. It needs to be rigid, to prevent the cameras f rorn moving once mounted, and it needs 
to be designed so that the camera can be mounted at a range of orientations. The mounting 
should ideally make use of the screw holes in the camera body already present. 
The technique used to mount the cameras is called potting. This is where the mount has two 
halves, one of which has pins which float inside the pots of the other. When the camera 
orientation is as desired, adhesive is poured into the pots while the half with the pins is held in 
position. The adhesive sets, and the two halves of the mount become fixed. To maximise the 
rigidity of the bond, the pins should be short and wide so that they do not allow much bending, 
and the width of the adhesive bond should be as small as possible, because glues are usually 
less rigid than the mount material. 
The mounting should not only be rigid itself, but should hold the camera firmly, so that the 
camera cannot move within the aligned mounting. Three-point mounting techniques should also 
be used where possible to minimise stresses in the system, which could potentially give rise to 
differential motion of the components as the system relaxes. 
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7.2.2 Components 
The camera mounting consists of three pieces. A base plate, shown in Figure 91, attaches to 
the base of the camera by two screws, and has three bolts protruding from the bottom of the 
plate which fit into holes in the rail plate, shown in Figure 92. These bolts are set tightly in place 
with adhesive so that they cannot move. The rail plate bolts to a linear translation stage 95 
(Newport 443) aligned with the X-direction, which bolts on to the rail sliderý 2 (Newport PRC-3), 
which is in turn mounted and set in place with adhesive on the camera rail. Finally, the side 
plate, shown in Figure 93, attaches to the camera by a single screw and to the base plate by 
two screws, which prevents the camera from rocking back and forth on the base plate. These 
components hold the camera firmly in place, so that all that is required to align the camera and 
keep it there is to set the three bolts into the three corresponding holes in the rail plate with 
adhesive. Figure 94 shows the three mounting pieces combined. 
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Figure 94 - the combined camera mounting, set up for the left camera 
7.2.3 The adhesive used 
The adhesive used is Scotchweld 18381 07, which is a two-part epoxy. It is used because of its 
very low outgassing (the release of gas from the adhesive over time), its high strength, and its 
medium length (24-hour) cure time. Shorter times make it hard to align the camera fast enough 
for the adhesive to remain liquid, while longer times make it difficult to construct a camera in a 
reasonable amount of time. The surfaces to be set together are thoroughly cleaned using iso- 
propyl alcohol before application, to prevent contamination from weakening the bond. Other 
adhesives tested include an optical lens bond (Summers Optical Inc. RD3-74), which hardened 
very rapidly initially, within 90 minutes, but remained slightly soft after 24 hours. The adhesive 
fractured under stress applied with the hands, and for this reason it shows itself to be less 
suitable than the 1838, which was resistant to such stresses. Other adhesives could be used, 
but they would have to meet the requirements of a convenient cure time and high strength 
combined with low to zero outgassing. 
Low outgassing is of importance for several reasons, the most significant being that it induces 
low dimensional change in the bond over time. Excessive outgassing may both stress and 
weaken the bond, as well as releasing vapours which may potentially harm sensitive optical 
coatings. 
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7.3 The complete camera system 
7.3.1 The aligned cameras 
side plate 
left camera fight camera 
mounting post (glued) 1111 1, base plate 
rail plate 
Newport tail slider'(glued) 
Newport optical rail 
translation stage 
Figure 95 - diagram of camera setup, viewed from behind, minimum separation 
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Figure 96 - the stereo camera, viewed from the front with the lenses attached 
Figure 97 - the stereo camera, viewed from above, with the lenses attached 
7.4 Sample stereoscopic images 
Presented in this section are three examples of scenes imaged using the stereoscopic camera 
constructed in this thesis, using the methods described. The first illustrates close-range 
photography, the second shows a wider range of depths and the appearance of fast moving 
objects, and the third shows a more distant scene. Anaglyphs and side-by-side stereo are used 
to present the photographs, both methods have their shortcomings but presentation is limited by 
the thesis' format. 
7.4.1 Close range photography - Schneider lens 
A stereoscopic image pair was taken at close range, with the left lens focused at 830. The right 
lens was set to 77.60 in accordance with the calibration given in Equation 48, and Figure 86 
predicts a -6.3 pixel vertical disparity for these positions. The aperture used was f/3, and the 
exposure time was 20ms. 
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The side by side image pair is shown in Figure 98, having been cropped at 506 and 906 pixels 
vertically in the left image, and 500 and 900 pixels vertically in the right image. A horizontal 
cropping of 530 pixels was applied (at the left of the left image, and the right of the right image), 
to set the zero disparity point at the front of the lens being photographed, at around 23cm from 
the camera pair. No processing apart from the basic CFA interpolation has taken place. 
Figure 98 - side by side stereo photograph of a Schneider Cinegon 1.4/8mm lens 
The images are presented as a red-green anaglyph for stereoscopic viewing in Figure 99: 
Figure 99 - red-green anaglyph stereo photograph of a Schneider Cinegon 1.418mm lens 
This anaglyph is not an especially interesting stereo photograph, but it illustrates the good 
vertical alignment even at close range. 
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7.4.2 Motion - screwdriver and desk 
A stereoscopic image pair was taken of a desk with a falling screwdriver to provide motion, with 
the left lens focused at 690. The right lens was set to 63.50 in accordance with the calibration 
given in Equation 48, and Figure 86 predicts a -7.0 pixel vertical disparity for these positions. 
The aperture used was f/3, and the exposure time was 70ms. 
The side by side image pair is shown in Figure 100, having been cropped vertically by 7 pixels. 
No processing apart from the basic CFA interpolation has taken place. 
Figure 100 - side by side stereo photograph of a desk scene with a moving object 
This image pair illustrates the importance of synch ronisation, as discussed earlier in 4.1.18. Had 
the error in synchronisation been larger, the moving screwdriver would be in different locations 
when imaged by each camera head, and binocular fusion of the object would be damaged. 
This image also clearly illustrates the validity of the lens calibration's cropping prediction. The 
floppy disk slot near the centre of the images in Figure 100 is enlarged and presented with the 
heights as predicted by the calibration, in Figure 101 below. Vertical cropping from Figure 100 is 
identical for each image, so that the vertical alignment is shown in accordance with predictions. 
Figure 101 - enlarged portion of the stereo image to illustrate vertical alignment. The 
horizontal pink lines show image features vertically aligned to within one pixel 
At this scale, individual pixels are clearly visible, and the images can be seen to be at the same 
height. The lens calibration's predictions are shown to be accurate. 
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7.4.3 Room scene 
A stereoscopic image pair was taken of a room scene, with the left lens focused at 64". The 
right lens was set to 58.50 in accordance with the calibration given in Equation 48, and Figure 
86 predicts a -7.4 pixel vertical disparity for these positions. The aperture used was f/3, and the 
exposure time was 70ms. 
The side by side image pair is shown in Figure 102, having been cropped vertically by 7 pixels. 
A horizontal cropping of 40 pixels has been used to place the zero disparity point. No 
processing apart from the basic CFA interpolation has taken place. 
Figure 102 - side by side stereo photograph of a room 
In this scene, the range of horizontal disparities is well suited to stereoscopic viewing, and a 
red-green anaglyph of the scene is presented in Figure 103: 
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Again, vertical disparities are small and easily tolerable within the limits of the human visual 
system. 
7.4.4 Outdoor scene 
A stereoscopic image pair was taken of a room scene, with the left lens focused at 650. The 
right lens was set to 59.10 in accordance with the calibration given in Equation 48, and Figure 
86 predicts a -7.4 pixel vertical disparity for these positions. The aperture used was f/3, and the 
exposure time was 5ms. 
The side by side image pair is shown in Figure 104, having been cropped vertically by 7 pixels. 
A horizontal cropping of 15 pixels has been used to set the zero disparity point. No processing 
apart from the basic CFA interpolation has taken place. 
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Figure 103 - red-green anaglyph stereo photograph of a room scene 
.' 
Figure 104 - side by side stereo photograph of an outdoor scene 
In this scene, the range of horizontal disparities is mostly (with the exception of the railing) well 
suited to stereoscopic viewing, and a red-green anaglyph of the scene is presented in Figure 
105: 
t. 
Measuring individual points in the scene shows how closely the vertical disparities match that 
predicted by the calibration of 7.4 pixels. Some measured points in the above image pair are 
shown below in Table 12: 
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Figure 105 - red-green anaglyph stereo photograph of an outdoor scene 
Approximate 
position 
--eature 
measured 
Left image 
feature position 
Right image 
feature position 
Vertical disparity 
pixels 
Top left 
Top centre - - - 
Top right Branch joint 1245,36 1225,30 -6 
Centre left Branch joint 81,480 70,473 -7 
Centre Branch crossing 699,456 681,450 -6 
Centre right Branch joint 1267,438 1247,432 -6 
Bottom left Tree base 78,885 66,877 -8 
Bottom centre Footprint 532,977 517,970 -7 
Bottom right Snow clump 1214,911 1194,905 -6 
Table 12 - features measured in the outdoor scene. No features were available for 
measurement in the top left and top centre areas. Features are measured by hand, and 
are subject to an error of approximately ±1 pixels 
These vertical disparities are shown in their approximate locations in Figure 106 below: 
left camera image 
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Figure 106 - vertical disparities in the stereo image of the outdoor scene, shown on the 
These disparities are within ±1 .4 pixels of the prediction, which 
is consistent with a point 
measurement error of +1 pixels and the ±1.5 translation error described in section 6.3.11. The 
pattern of the disparities is suggestive of a small keystoning type error, which is investigated 
further in section 9.2. 
7.5 User reactions 
Many test images, including those above, have been shown on autostereoscopic displays for 
viewing by staff at Sharp Laboratories of Europe Ltd. and Sira Ltd. Feedback has been 
generally positive, with no problems comfortably fusing any parts of the images (where control 
over horizontal cropping is available). This indicates that the intended restriction of vertical 
disparity through calibration has been achieved. 
Figure 107 - demonstration stereoscopic image pair taken at SLE 
7.6 Summary 
This chapter has given an overview of the completed camera system. The physical 
characteristics of the camera system have been described, and the image characteristics have 
also been demonstrated through the use of a range of example images taken with the camera. 
Though this chapter shows that errors appear small to the human eye, it is also possible to 
quantify the performance of the camera and its calibration, and to compare this with existing 
camera calibrations. This comparison follows in chapter 8. 
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8 Comparison with existing calibration methods 
8.1 Introduction 
This chapter compares the calibration described in this thesis with the best existing calibration 
schemes for which experimental errors have been published. 8.2 deals with errors in the 
principal point position and principal distance, setting the basis for comparing errors across 
different camera systems and summarising the relevant data from each publication. 8.3 defines 
the most meaningful ways to compare the calibrations, shows that comparison, and discusses 
the relative merits of the calibration. In 8.4, published values forthe total pixel error caused by 
calibration errors are compared with the calibration described in this thesis. 
Where error estimates are given for previously published calibration methods, the quoted errors 
refer to the camera systems used by the authors of those publications, and are the errors 
resulting from their own experiments. 
8.2 Comparison of the techniques used with software correction methods 
8.2.1 Basis for comparison 
Software correction of stereoscopic image pairs is difficult to correctly achieve. Rotation errors 
can be compensated for by warping the images, but camera translation errors may be 
fundamentally uncorrectable. If a scene contains occlusions, the visible parts of the scene 
depend on the viewpoint (for a camera, this is the optical centre), so an object visible from the 
viewpoint of an ideal camera may not be visible from the actual camera's position. This kind of 
error cannot be properly compensated for, since the corrected image requires information not 
present in the initial images. Any correction for translations, even if unencumbered by 
occlusions, requires an implicit determination of the depth of every point in the images, as well 
as their stereoscopic correspondence, which is difficult to achieve accurately and reliably in an 
automated way'08. Because of this, a hardware calibration for camera translation should be 
used. 
Self-calibration, as outlined in section 2.2.7, uses multiple images of a target from different 
viewpoints to determine both the intrinsic and extrinsic camera parameters. Some self- 
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calibration schemes have been tested for accuracy, and the results can be used to compare 
with the results f rom the work in section 6. Where data is taken from external references with 
more than one set of results, the set with the smallest errors is chosen for the best comparison. 
8.2.2 Triggsýs 
Triggs' method uses 5 or more different views of a planar calibration target to recover the scene 
geometry and camera motion through a nonlinear minimisation, under the assumption that the 
internal parameters of the camera are constant. The target features are spots. 
The data from "Autocalibration from planar scenes"'55 is given in Table 13: 
c XO Yo 
mean/pixels 1515 271 264 
standard deviation/pixels 4 3 4 
Table 13 - sample means and standard deviations of principal distance and principal 
point, for the calibration set5,5, all values In pixels 
Triggs notes that values of c seem suspiciously high and may have been subject to a small 
systematic error. The calibration values are the averaged results of several single-image 
calibrations using all visible points on the grid (49 at most). The frame size used is 512x512 
pixels. 
8.2.3 Zhang [1 ]85 
Zhang [1]'s method uses 2 or more different views of a planar calibration target to recover an 
estimate of the scene geometry and camera motion through a closed form solution, under the 
assumption that the internal parameters of the camera are constant. This estimate is refined 
using a nonlinear maximum likelihood estimation. The target features extracted are corners, and 
radial distortion is modelled. The best results are obtained by using 5 images. 
The data from "A flexible new technique for camera calibration" is given in Table 14: 
cx cy X0 Yo 
mean 832.50 832.53 303.96 206.59 
standard deviation 1.41 1.41 0.71 0.66 
Table 14 - results of calibratlonS85, all values In pixels. Values taken are maximum 
likelihood estimates for the five-Image sequence 
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The principal distance c is calculated in both the x and y directions, as cx and cy. The two values 
represent possible different pixel pitches in the x and y directions, though their closeness 
indicates that they are probably the same. The frame size used is 640x480 pixels, and the lens 
used has a focal length of 6mm. 
8.2.4 Takahashi et al'09 
Takahashi et al's method uses 1 or more views of a planar, parallel og ram metric calibration 
target to recover the scene geometry and camera motion through a series of steps. Perspective 
parameters are recovered from the shape of the parallelogram using a nonlinear optimisation. 
Rotational parameters are determined from the parallelogram's shape and orientation. 
Translation parameters are estimated from the size and position of the parallelogram, using a 
least squares method. Lens distortion parameters are estimated by least squares fitting a 
distortion model to the distorted grid, to straighten lines of points. 
The data from 'A Camera Calibration Method Using Paral I elog ram metric Grid Points" Is given in 
Table 15 and Table 16: 
Camera I cx cy XO Yo 
mean 1017.118 -842.160 324.352 111.215 
standard deviation 56.057 46.948 7.602 15.461 
Table 15 - perspective parameters'" for camera 1, all values In pixels 
Camera 2 cx cy XO Yo 
mean 673.830 -562.931 320.771 136.751 
standard deviation 30.507 26.339 3.119 4.428 
Table 16 - perspective parameters'09 for camera 2, all values in pixels 
The calibrated parameters for both cameras will be used for comparison. Camera 2 uses a very 
high distortion, 3.6mm lens, compared to a more conventional, medium distortion 11.5mm lens 
used for Camera 1. Both image sets use a frame size of 640x480 pixels. The negative values in 
Table 15 and Table 16 are due to the coordinate system used. 
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8.2.5 Devy et all'o 
Devy et al's method uses multiple views of a known planar calibration target to recover the 
scene geometry and camera motion through a nonlinear minimisation technique, under the 
assumption that the internal parameters of the camera are constant. The calibration tile is 
moved between images, rather than the camera. The target features detected are line 
intersections. 
The data from NCamera calibration from multiple views of a 2D object, using a non linear 
minimization method" is given in Table 17: 
image number maximum error/pixels 
1 1.057 
2 0.497 
4 0.848 
5 0.544 
8 0.587 
10 0.923 
11 1.209 
12 0.577 
13 0.563 
15 0.735 
Table 17 - errors evaluated for experiment 5110 
Devy et a] quote the total pixel error between the point positions in the images, and the 
predicted point positions from the calibrated camera parameters, which includes errors due to 
all parameters calibrated, including lens distortion. The maximum errors are chosen for 
comparison rather than the mean errors, because the calculation of disparity for other data sets 
will use the equations from 4, which calculate the maximum rather than the mean disparity for 
any given parameter error. Devy et al do not specify the characteristics of the sensor or lens 
used in the experiments. The errors quoted exclude those for 5 of the 15 total images used, 
where the error was unacceptably high"O. 
8.2.6 Lavest et al S7 
Lavest et al's method uses multiple different views of both a known and an unknown three- 
dimensional calibration target to recover the scene geometry and camera motion through a 
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nonlinear minimisation, under the assumption that the internal parameters of the camera are 
constant. The target features extracted are circles. 
The data from "Do We Really Need an Accurate Calibration Pattern to Achieve a Reliable 
Camera Calibration? m is given in Table 18, Table 19 and Table 20: 
traditional cx cy XO Yo 
mean 1672.89 1676.03 386.74 276.86 
standard deviation 0.208 0.209 0.426 0.365 
Table 18 - calibration results with real data, traditional calibration, all values are In 
pixels 57 
new 1 cx cy XO Yo 
mean 1672.85 1675.96 386.48 277.26 
standard deviation 0.133 0.134 0.268 0.234 
Table 19 - calibration results with real data, first new calibration, all values are In pixelS57 
new 2 cx cy XO Yo 
mean 459.70 460.44 365.97 299.96 
standard deviation 0.265 0.267 0.226 0.249 
Table 20 - calibration results with real data, second new calibration, all values are In 
pixels" 
The calibrated parameters for all three sets will be used for comparison. The traditional and first 
new calibration use a1 Omm lens, while the second new calibration uses a high-distortion 
3.6mm lens. All three image sets use a frame size of 640x480 pixels. 
8.2.7 Zhang [2] et al 74 
Zhang [2] et al's method uses multiple different views of two calibration targets at different 
distances to recover an estimate of the scene geometry and camera motion through a closed- 
form solution, under the assumption that the internal parameters of the camera are constant. 
This estimate is refined using a nonlinear minimisation technique. Results from the two 
calibration targets are combined to improve the generality of the result. The target features 
extracted are corners. 
The data from "An Effective Technique for Calibrating a Binocular Stereo Through Projective 
Reconstruction Using Both a Calibration Object and the Environment" can be summarised as a 
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single figure, that for their most general determination of the fundamental matrix applied to both 
the scenes they examine. The average pixel error between the point positions in the images 
and the epipolar lines is 0.72 pixels. This error measure only represents vertical disparity, and 
no estimate of horizontal errors is given. 
8.2.8 Jones (work from this thesis) 
The method presented in this thesis uses a single (for the parameters being compared, one is 
all that is required) image of a planar calibration target, from a stereo camera pair already 
aligned in rotation and translation. Camera parameters are determined using a closed-form 
solution. The target features extracted are points. Lens distortion is modelled and the effects 
corrected for by a calculated offset to the results, using an estimate of the distortion magnitude 
from the manufacturer. 
The data from sections 6.3.4 and 6.3.6, with scales expressed as the focal length in pixels are 
given in Table 21 and Table 22: 
left camera c XO Yo 
mean 1194.03 
standard deviation 0.154030 0.124 0.142 
Table 21 - scale and translation errors, left camera, all values In pixels 
right camera c XO Yo 
mean 1194.03 - - 
standard deviation 0.200597 0.190 0.220 
Table 22 - scale and translation errors, right camera, all values In pixels 
The parameters derived within this thesis are relative, and so the values for the mean and 
standard deviation of c are expressed in pixel terms by scaling the data from 6.3.4 and 6.3.6 by 
a factor of 1194.03, which is the lens focal length of 8mm expressed in pixels. The frame size 
used was 1284xlO24 pixels. The principal point itself is not calculated, but the standard 
deviation of the image translations f rorn the calibration have the equivalent effect of errors in the 
principal point and are quoted for comparison. 
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8.2.9 Parameters for comparison 
Compiling the results in Table 13, Table 14, Table 15, Table 16, Table 18, Table 19, Table 20, 
Table 21 and Table 22 produces the initial comparison table, Table 23: 
IC-1 JAC. 1 Icyl IACyj I'&X01 1AY01 
Triggs 1515.00 4.00 1515.00 4.00 3.00 4.00 
Zhang-[1] 832.50 1.41 832.53 1.41 0.71 0.66 
Takahashi et al 1 1017.118 56.06 842.16 46.95 7.60 15.64 
Takahashi et al 2 673.83 30.51 562.93 1 26.34 3.12 4.43 
Lavest et a] old 1672.89 0.21 1676.031 0.21 0.43 0.37 
Lavest et al new 1 1672.85 0.13 1675.96 0.13 0.27 0.23 
Lavest et al new 2 459.70 0.27 460.44 0.27 0.23 0.25 
Jones L 1194.03 0.15 1194.03 0.15 0.12 0.14 
Jones R 1194.03 1 0.20 1194.03 , 0.20 0.19 0.22 
Table 23 - comparison table for principal axis and principal point errors for several 
different methods 
Values are all in pixels, and are absolute values. 
8.3 Comparison of scale and translation errors 
8.3.1 Parameters for direct comparison 
Because the nature of the calibrations performed in sections 5 and 6 comprise a novel method, 
it is difficult to draw direct comparisons for all calibrated parameters. T(iggs*55 sets out some 
quantities which can be used to compare calibrations, which include some that are applicable in 
this instance. They are the absolute value of the error in principal distance divided by the 
principal distance, and the absolute value of the error in principal point location (App) divided by 
the principal distance. 
The long-term durability of the calibration is not addressed, because none of the external 
references provide any data on this. Durability of the camera described in this thesis is 
summarised in section 6.3.9. 
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The parameters for comparison are calculated using Equation 50: 
JAC. 
ý 
I+ IAC 
Yl 
jAc- Tc-TI ICY I 
c2 
Ax 
2 'Ayo, IýPcm Lc p &0, 
C. " 
I 
Yl 
i `Iýc ýýIlol + 
Equation 50 
Combining Equation 50 and Table 23 produces the error comparison table Table 24: 
I'&CICI/1 0-4 IAPP/cl/l 0-4 
Triggs 26.4 33.0 
Zhang 16.9 11.6 
Takahashi et al 1 554.3 200.2 
Takahashi et al 2 460.3 91.3 
Lavest et al old 1.3 3.4 
Lavest et all new 1 0.8 2.1 
Lavest et al new 2 5.8 7.3 
Jones L 1.3 1.6 
Jones R 1.7 2.4 
Table 24 - comparison of errors In principal distance and principal axis for several 
different methods 
The values for the hardware calibration errors (Jones) can be seen to be among the lowest 
among the errors compared. Only the method used by Lavest et al gives smaller errors. 
The errors introduced by uncertainties in the principal distance and principal point can also be 
expressed as pixel errors, using Equation 31, Equation 32 and Equation 33. The standard 
deviation of the total error for random errors in principal point and distance is the RSS (root sum 
square) of the errors due to principal point and distance: 
IAYI =F IAYOI +ýiyor-Iýc4c IIAYor 
Equation 51 
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Calculating the pixel errors using Equation 51 gives the pixel error comparison table for principal 
point and axis errors, Table 25: 
Ax Ay 
Triggs 3.08 4.06 
Zhang 0.89 0.78 
Takahashi et al 1 19.30 20.53 
Takahashi et al 2 15.06 11.92 
Lavest et al old 0.43 0.37 
Lavest et al new 1 0.27 0.23 
Lavest et a] new 2 0.29 0.29 
Jones L 0.15 0.16 
Jones R 0.22 0.24 
Table 25 - comparison of pixel errors caused by uncertainties In principal point and 
distance for several different methods 
Values are all in pixels, and are absolute values. Again, the errors for the hardware calibration 
(Jones) are among the lowest of those compared, for the parameters under comparison. 
8.3.2 Evaluation of comparison of pixel errors 
Table 25 shows that the calibration method used in this thesis is of similar accuracy as the best 
other calibrations, based on the comparison presented. On one hand, the comparison favours; 
the method used in this thesis because the method is tuned to the simple demands of the 
situation, where low distortion lenses are specified and the cameras are prealigned in rotation 
and translation. The other calibration methods attempt to recover the principal point and 
distance parameters, and include the effects of radial distortion, along with varying camera 
positions in space, which greatly complicate the situation, compared to the simplified approach 
taken in the thesis of analysing image scale and translations. On the other hand, the external 
calibration methods do not address the problems of refocusing the lens, and do not contend 
with such high image noise as that found in the calibration used in this thesis. The image 
resolutions are also smaller than used in this thesis, so the errors they report will be magnified if 
images are presented on an equal scale. 
The relevant issue in this comparison is suitability. By only requiring scale and translation 
determination from a calibration, it is possible to construct an algorithm that is simpler and more 
accurate for those results than a general purpose algorithm such as autocalibration. The keys to 
being able to exploit this idea are the laser alignment procedure given in 5, which removes the 
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need to recover or vary the world coordinates X, Y and Z, and the use of low-distortion lenses to 
remove the need to recover distortion parameters. 
8.4 Total image error due to errors in calibrated parameters 
Combining the errors introduced by the laser alignment procedure given in section 5.3.9 with 
the errors introduced by the lens calibration procedure given in section 8.3 gives the total image 
disparity produced by errors in rotation, translation, slidebar rotation, principal point and 
principal axis. The combined values for the camera pair are shown below in Table 26: 
AX Ay 
0.60 0.49 
Table 26 - total Image error In x and y directions due to uncertainties In calibrated 
parameters, all values In pixels 
These values can be compared with the total image errors quoted by Devy et all 10, summarised 
in Table 17. The mean error per camera from Table 17 is assumed to be the error on each of a 
pair of cameras used, and the errors quoted in Devy et al are assumed to be equally distributed 
in the horizontal and vertical directions. The errors per camera are combined (the total error per 
camera pair being the RSS of the individual camera errors) and summarised alongside the 
mean error per camera pair for this thesis (from Table 4 and Table 11) in Table 27: 
mean total vertical image error per camera pair 
Devy et a[ 0.75 
Zhang [2] et al 0.72 
Jones 0.49 
Table 27 - comparison of mean total vertical Image error due to uncertainties In 
calibrated parameters, values In pixels 
The calibration performed in this thesis produces a lower vertical error than the best results from 
the Devy at al calibration, and lower than the error produced by the Zhang [2] et al calibration. It 
must be noted that the method used by Devy et al includes the modelling of effects of first-order 
radial distortion, which is not addressed in the calibration used in this thesis because it is not 
fully correctable in hardware. This means that the total error quoted by Devy et al includes one 
more error than the nine included in the figure for the calibration here. The Zhang [2] et al 
calibration may also include allowances for such effects. Bearing this in mind, it is reasonable to 
say that the errors due to rotation, translation, slidebar rotation, principal point and principal axis 
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uncertainties are roughly equivalent across the usoftware" (where alignment errors are entirely 
detected through image calibrations) and "hardware" (where as many errors as possible are 
eliminated in the initial instrument setup) methods. Lens distortion errors in the hardware 
calibration are considered in chapter 9. 
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9 Lens distortion 
9.1 Restrictions on treatment of lens distortion 
Lens distortion demands a different treatment from the other parameters examined in 4 
because of its nature. The distortions caused cannot be eliminated in a single-camera design 
unless zero-distortion optics are used, and the effects are not simply translations that can be 
removed in a cropping operation. For these reasons, Ions distortion has not been calibrated out 
in the camera constructed in this thesis, and therefore gives rise to image errors in addition to 
those summarised in section 8.4. 
One way to treat the distortion might be to impose a standard distortion correction, based upon 
a calibration procedure 49 . However, there is another possibility, that of using different camera 
configurations to minimise the total image disparity, which is explored below. The concept of 
using a camera yaw to offset the effects of radial lens distortion is presented, and results f rom 
work carried out for this thesis in modelling the disparities caused by camera parameters. This 
technique has not been found in previous literature searches, and is thought to be novel. 
9.2 Disparities due to Ions distortion 
A simple model for low distortion lenses is given in Equation 5286- 
r'. (l + k. r 
2) 
Equation 52 
where r is the undistorted image radius, e is the distorted image radius, and k is the first radial 
distortion coefficient. The inverse function"' is given in Equation 53: 
r'= r. (l - k. r 
Equation 53 
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For a stereoscopic pair of distorted images of a frontoparallel plane, the disparities are 
equivalent to those introduced by distorting an image about two horizontally displaced points, 
the separation being equal to the stereoscopic horizontal disparity, and comparing 
corresponding points in the distorted images. 
x, y are the undistorted image coordinates, XL, YL are the distorted left image coordinates, XR, YR 
are the distorted right image coordinates, xLo, YLo are the coordinates of the left distortion centre, 
and XRO, YRo are the coordinates of the right distortion centre. 
The left image undistorted and distorted radii are defined in Equation 54: 
r «ý 
(X 2 )2 
L «' - XLO) + 
(Y - YLO 
r ': 
(XL )2 
L': ' - XLO)2 + 
(YL 
- YLO 
Equation 54 
As the left distortion centre and left undistorted and distorted image points are collinear it follows 
that: 
XL - XLO 
-X- 
XLO 
YL - YLO Y- YLO 
Equation 55 
Substituting Equation 54 into Equation 53 and using Equation 55 gives Equation 56: 
XL - XLO ý (x - x). (1 - k. «x - XLO)2 + (Y - YLO)2» 
YL - YLO :- (Y - YLO)*(' - k. «x - XLO )2 + (Y - YLO )2» 
Equation 56 
The fight image undistorted and distorted radii are defined in Equation 57: 
rR 
(X_ 
XRO)2 + 
(y 
- YRO 
)2 
rR'-«'ý 
(XL 
- XROY + 
(YL 
- YRO 
)2 
Equation 57 
As the right distortion centre and right undistorted and distorted image points are collinear it 
follows that: 
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XR - XRO 
-X- 
XRO 
YR - YRO y- YRO 
Equation 58 
Substituting Equation 57 into Equation 53 and using Equation 58 gives Equation 59: 
XR - XRO : -- 
(X - XRO)*(1- k. «x _ XRO)2 + (Y - YRO )2» 
YR - YRO = (Y - YRO)*(' - k. «x -X Ro)2 + 
(y _ YRO)2» 
Equation 59 
The undistorted image coordinates can be expressed in terms of the distorted left image 
coordinates, using Equation 52, to give Equation 60: 
X- XLO (XL XLOM' + k. ((XL XLO)2 + (YL YLO )2)) 
Y- YLO (YL YLOM' + k. ((XL XLO )2 + (YL YLO )2)) 
Equation 60 
The difference between the images, is defined by the disparities in the horizontal and vertical 
directions, Ax and Ay, as in Equation 61: 
Ax =XR - XL 
AY = YR - YL 
Equation 61 
Equation 59 gives XR and yR as a function of x and y, and Equation 60 gives x and y as a 
function Of XL and YL, so substituting Equation 60 into Equation 59 gives xR and yFt as af unction 
Of XL and YL- Substituting this function into Equation 61 gives Ax and Ay in terms of XL and YL, 
allovAng the disparities to be calculated in terms of the left image coordinates. 
The values are assumed for the parameters, for illustration, are given in Equation 62 below. 
XLO 582.3 
xRo 701.7 
YLO = 512 YRO 
k=4.49xlO-' 
Equation 62 
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where those values correspond to disparities from an object at a distance of 1m from the 
perspective centre of an 8mm lens, and a 1284xl 024 sensor with pixel size 6.7ýLrn, with a 
maximum 3% barrel distortion (these correspond to the cameras used in this thesis). All 
distances are in pixels, and k is expressed in pixe IS-2. 
This produces disparity from radial distortion as shown in Figure 108 and Figure 109 below: 
AX 
8 
U 
Figure 108 - horizontal disparity due to radial distortion 
AY 
U 
Figure 109 - vertical disparity due to radial distortion 
000 
000 
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The range of vertical disparity produced is between ±3.72 pixels. 
From section 4.1.9, yaw introduces artificial disparities: 
Ax --ß. 
(C2 p2+ (X 
L- 
XLO )2 ) 
C*P + ß*(XL - XLO) 
Ax= - 
ß*(XL - XLOXYL - YLO 
C'P + ß'(XL - XLO ) 
Equation 63 
Where ý is the left camera yaw, c is the principal distance, and p is the pixel pitch. For c=8mm 
and p=149.3mm-1, a yaw of -0.7781 (a divergent yaw, numerically determined to cancel the 
vertical disparity from the lens distortion) produces a vertical disparity similar to that caused by 
the distortion, but in the opposite direction: 
, ýX18 
-21 
U 
Figure 110 - horizontal disparity due to left camera yaw 
000 
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Ay 
2 
U 
Figure 111 - vertical disparity due to left camera yaw 
000 
Adding the disparities in Figure 108 to Figure 110, and Figure 109 to Figure 111, gives: 
-12 
-13 
U 
000 
Figure 112 - horizontal disparity due to distortion modified by left camera yaw 
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0.05 
AY c 
-0.01 
U 
000 
Figure 113 - vertical disparity due to distortion modified by left camera yaw 
As Figure 113 shows, the vertical disparities caused by the distortion are reduced to within 
around 0.05 pixels across the image. Figure 112 shows a larger horizontal disparity than Figure 
108, but the range of horizontal disparity across the image is reduced, and so with appropriate 
cropping the horlizontal disparities can also reduced by the yaw. 
9.3 Summary of lens distortion compensation 
Diverging the cameras by a small amount could reduce the vertical disparity caused by simple 
barrel radial lens distortion for a specified horizontal disparity (or distance from the camera). 
Some cropping is required to minimise horizontal disparity, which could also be reduced (to a 
lesser extent than vertical disparity) by the procedure. The overlapping field of view of the 
stereoscopic camera is reduced by such an operation, and this disadvantage must be traded off 
against the benefits of minimising disparities from distortion. 
Since vertical disparity due to lens distortion varies with horizontal disparity (determined by the 
subject distance from the camera), this compensation only achieves the highest vertical 
disparity reduction at the distance for which the yaw is calculated. A camera might be 
constructed to vary in yaw, so that the yaw could be changed to suit the scene being imaged. 
Another approach would be to set the yaw so that maximum vertical disparity is minimised over 
a range. For example, the maximum vertical disparity for zero yaw is ±3.72 pixels at 1m, and 
zero at infinity. Setting the divergent yaw to 0.3860 removes half the vertical disparity (to ±1 . 86 
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pixels) at Im, and increased the vertical disparity to ±1.86 pixels at infinity. This correction 
halves the vertical disparity range from 1m distance to the camera to infinity. 
How any divergent yaw correction for radial lens distortion is applied must depend on the 
application. 
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10 Conclusions 
At the beginning of this thesis in section 1.1, a number of objectives were defined. These 
objectives are restated in section 10.1 below, and the ways in which they have been met are 
described. An additional contribution of this thesis, the yaw correction for radial distortion, is 
also mentioned in 10.1.6. 
Section 10.2 summarises the results of the camera calibration method as applied to the 
constructed camera, and this is discussed in section 10.3. 
10.4 summarises the conclusions which can be drawn from the work contained in this thesis. 
10.5 describes possible future extensions to the work, while 10.6 describes possible future 
applications of the work. 
10.1 Key contributions 
10.1.1 Relationship between human factors and digital images 
Aim: To define the stereoscopic vievAng requirements of the human visual system in terms of a 
digital image. 
Based on the work contained in section 1.6, the relationship between the properties of the 
human visual system and digital stereoscopic images has been quantified. 
10.1.2 Relationship between digital images and stereoscopic camera parameters 
Aim: To determine the relationship between image point movement and camera component 
movement. 
Based on the work contained in chapter 4, the relationship between image disparity and the 
spatial and temporal properties of a stereoscopic camera has been quantified. This has defined 
the basis for constructing stereoscopic cameras that produce images for comfortable human 
stereoscopic viewing. 
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Combined with the achievements described in 10.1.1, this defines the relationship between 
human stereoscopic viewing factors and stereoscopic camera calibration parameters. 
10.1.3 Camera calibration methods 
Aim: To devise a set of reliable camera calibration techniques which calibrate the camera 
system such that minimal correction of captured images is required, and for any correction to be 
calculated and non-interpolative. 
The sensor alignment method described in chapter 5 forms a significant advance in the field of 
camera calibration. The method allows for a real time calibration of a digital sensor's rotation 
without requiring any image processing or complex targets. It also completely decouples the 
rotation and translation parameters of a camera for calibration, eliminating errors introduced by 
such coupling. This technique lends itself readily to simple automation, which would be an 
advantage if calibrating a large number of sensors. 
The above sensor alignment method allows for a simple image-based lens calibration 
technique, described in chapter 6, which only has to calibrate principal point and distance 
parameters for a given focal position. The calibration technique allows for the use of a simple 
planar target, and uses a highly efficient and accurate closed-form technique to simply calculate 
the required parameters. The lack of coupling with rotational parameters further reduces the 
potential for errors in the calibration. 
Calibrating the lens across its focal range also allows the calibration to remain valid when the 
lens is focused. This enables the capture of well-focused stereoscopic images with known 
vertical correspondence for scenes at any distance. 
10.1.4 Use of advanced mounting techniques 
Aim: To design and construct a stereoscopic camera system within a mounting framework 
which maintains the camera calibration while allowing flexibility of use. 
The design and use of a mounting system based around the principle of three point mounting, 
described in 7.2, provides a strong, stable platform for the stereoscopic camera, with a low 
potential for motion due to mechanical stress. The combination of this with a potting technique 
using a strong and stable adhesive, and the alignment apparatus, allows a stereoscopic camera 
to be calibrated in hardware, and for this calibration to be highly durable. 
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10.1.5 Achieving comparable overall accuracy to that achieved using existing interpolative 
methods 
Aim: To meet or exceed the standards of camera calibration available with existing interpolative 
methods. 
The stereoscopic camera, constructed according to the calibrations in this thesis and described 
in chapter 7, has total image errors (summarised in section 8.4) due to rotation, translation, 
principal point position and principal distance of 0.60 pixels in the x direction, and 0.49 pixels in 
the y clirection. This is a clear improvement on past work in the field. 
10.1.6 Method of using a camera yaw to offset radial lens distortion effects 
The method of off setting radial lens distortion with stereoscopic camera yaw, as described in 9, 
allows the effects of such lens distortion to be reduced without requiring any interpolative 
correction or image post-processing. The yaw angle for a given stereoscopic camera may be 
varied in order to minimise vertical disparity for any scene distance from the camera. 
1a2 Summary of results 
Without any correction for lens distortion, vertical disparity in the calibrated camera's images Is 
dominated by the lens distortion error. The total vertical error in this case is the combination of 
the errors from the alignment procedure, the lens calibration and the lens distortion, and is 
±4.21 pixels at a scene distance of 1m from the camera. This is more than the ±3.4 pixels 
permitted by the size of Panum's area, under the conditions described in section 1.6.6. At scene 
distances of 1.3m or greater, the vertical disparity is less than ±3.4 pixels, and images taken will 
be suitable for viewing under the conditions described in section 1.6.6. This treatment is the one 
that has been applied to the camera described in this thesis. 
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10.3 Discussion of results 
For the equipment detailed in section 4.1.3, the calibration methods outlined in this thesis can 
produce a camera to take stereoscopic images with a total vertical disparity within that tolerated 
by the human visual system (of ±3.4 pixels for a suggested display) for scenes at Z-distances of 
Urn or greater. The only software intervention required for this is a cropping, the amount of 
which is predicted by the calibration. 
Most of the disparity is caused by differential lens distortion between the two cameras, which 
could be reduced by using lower distortion lenses, or by having a smaller horizontal camera 
separation. The lens distortion effect could be simply alleviated either in software or hardware, 
to reduce the vertical disparity to less than one pixel. 
The method is therefore adequate for stereoscopic image capture for comfortable human 
vievAng, as long as the objects to be imaged are f urther than I . 3m f rorn the camera. Images 
taken Wth the camera pair (examples are given in section 7.4) verify the quality of the alignment 
and calibration by the small range of disparities exhibited. 
The eff ort involved in setting up the camera hardware is considerable, but many of the required 
steps lend themselves to automation. The measurements required at each stage are simple, as 
is the processing of the results to yield the calibration parameters. 
IM Summary of conclusions 
The problem of capturing stereoscopic images suitable for human viewing has been partially 
addressed by software calibrations, yet such calibrations have many drawbacks. They may be 
unstable and require frequent recalibration, the calibration may only be valid at certain 
distances, the determination of camera parameters may rely on a complex and unreliable 
optimisation algorithm, and the rectification necessary causes loss of image size and resolution. 
A hardware-calibrated camera avoids such drawbacks, but is difficult to create, largely because 
of the difficulty in decoupling the effects of rotation and translation, which cause a camera to 
only perform at its best at one scene Z-distance. 
The concept of separating the lens and the sensor in initial alignment (discussed in section 3.2) 
forms the basis of a solution to the problem of creating a hardware-calibrated camera. The 
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calculation of errors due to rotation, translation, principal point and principal distance variation 
(in section 4) quantifies the relationship between human requirements and camera attributes. 
The procedures devised and shown (in sections 5 to 7) for aligning, mounting and calibrating 
the camera system provide a blueprint for making such a camera, which Is capable of producing 
images suitable for human viewing. 
Software calibrations form the bulk of those commonly used in modern stereoscopy, and at the 
very least the cameras they use should take into account the mounting and instability issues 
raised in this thesis for maximum accuracy. The study of image translation with lens focusing 
shows how without accounting for these translations, conventional calibrations restrict their 
usefulness to the focal positions at which the camera pair was calibrated. For applications 
where preserving as much of the image resolution as possible is important, the laser alignment 
procedure and focal scale calibration shows how rectification which necessarily blurs images 
through interpolation can be avoided. 
A hardware-based calibration avoids many of the problems associated with most stereoscopic 
cameras, and has been shown to produce stereoscopic images ready for display with a 
minimum of processing. A camera calibrated in hardware produces viewable images that retain 
as much image information as possible, information that is degraded by the rectification process 
associated with software calibrations. The information lost due to poor camera alignment In a 
stereo image pair can never be fully recovered in software, and for this reason a hardware 
calibration should be considered wherever maximum useable image size and resolution are 
important. 
10.5 Future extension of the work in this thesis 
10.5.1 Lens system stability 
If lenses can be made which do not suff or optical centre shifts under forces applied to their 
mountings, a lens calibration as described in section 6 would suffer smaller errors, and would 
be more strongly valid over long timescales. Investigations of lens systems which achieve this 
would benefit the stability of stereoscopic camera calibrations. 
Instead of using the lenses' built in focusing mechanisms, simple translation of the lens relative 
to the camera may provide a more stable method of focusing the images. This presents 
difficulties in terms of keeping dust and other contaminants from the interior of the camera, and 
also from any translation apparatus used, but these difficulties might be productively solved. 
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Finally, the use of kinematic mountings may allow for the highest level of lens position 
repeatability. This would require significant mechanical changes to conventional lens-camera 
systems, but 9 extended to kinematically mount all lens elements relative to the camera body, 
would completely solve the problem of lens system instability. 
10.5.2 Lens distortion 
Reduction of the effects of distortion in hardware must be achieved if stereo cameras are to 
achieve subpixel false vertical disparities for a wide range of scenes. Two schemes are 
suggested for proceeding in this direction, described below. 
With a standard distortion correction as described in section 9.1, the total vertical disparity 
would be the combination of the errors from the alignment procedure, the lens calibration and a 
lens distortion calibration. The error from the latter should be significantly smaller than 0.75 
pixels (which is the upper limit of the total errors for all camera parameters in software 
calibration j? 4,1 1 ), for a total vertical disparity of within ±0-90 pixels. This would meet the 
requirements set by Panum's area under the conditions set out in section 1.6.6, and would 
exceed the accuracy of a calibration which does not account for lens distortion. This treatment 
could be applied to the camera described in this thesis without any alteration to the hardware, 
but requires an interpolative correction to the images. 
With the yaw correction for simple radial distortion, the total vertical disparity would be the 
combination of the errors from the alignment procedure, the lens calibration and the yaw 
correction. The error from the latter is estimated to be approximately ±1.86 pixels from section 
9.3 for a scene range f rom 1m to infinity, f or a total vertical disparity of within ±2.35 pixels. This 
would meet the requirements set by Panum's area under the conditions set out in section 1.6.6, 
and would exceed the accuracy of the calibration which does not account for lens distortion. 
This correction would not require any interpolative correction, but would require the cameras to 
be aligned with a divergent yaw. 
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10.6 Future applications of the work in this thesis 
10.6.1 Use of digital zoom 
A digital zoom function is sometimes used to assist or replace the optical zoom function of a 
camera. Instead of adjusting the focal length of the lens system to achieve a smaller field of 
view, the field of view is adjusted through selecting part of a digital image and enlarging it to the 
full frame size. 
Digital zoom is generally not as useful as optical zoom, because the resolution of a digitally 
zoomed image is reduced in proportion to the zoom factor, while optically zoomed images retain 
full sensor resolution. However, digital zooms can be useful in certain circumstances, for 
example where moving parts in the camera are not permitted, or where part of an imaged scene 
must be zoomed in on after the image has been taken. 
Because the calibration scheme implemented in this thesis is non-interpolative, it maintains full 
sensor resolution in the stereoscopic image pair. This resolution difference is relatively small 
when viewing images containing several million pixels, but becomes more significant as the 
image is digitally zoomed. Stereoscopic images which have been scaled in this way will have a 
higher scene resolution when a hardware calibration (as in this thesis) has been used, as 
opposed to a software calibration. 
While highly digitally zoomed stereoscopic images are unlikely to find popular uses in everyday 
photography due to the low display resolution, the technique may find important applications in 
areas such as defence or security. Stereoscopic camera systems in these areas may be used 
to capture digital images for later stereoscopic inspection, and digital zoom may play a part in 
inspection of details in small areas of the image. 
10.6.2 Mass production of calibrated cameras 
Stereoscopic cameras have a whole range of possible applications, from professional 
applications where hardware may be built to order or manufactured in low volume, to consumer 
applications where costs are low and volumes are high. In order to manufacture high volumes of 
stereoscopic cameras, it is likely that fast, reliable, automated camera calibration would be 
required. 
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The laser alignment method used in this thesis is very well suited to fast automation. Because 
the only measurements required are two two-dimensional spot positions, detectors such as 
position sensitive detectors can provide real time feedback to actuators controlling the sensor 
alignment This raises the possibility of calibrating a large number of cameras in a given time 
period using a small number of calibration rigs, and this may in future help facilitate the 
manufacture of stereoscopic cameras for the mass market. 
10.6.3 Stereoscopic photography 
Because the focus of this thesis is on creating a camera to capture images for human 
stereoscopic viewing rather than for three-dimensional scene analysis, the images produced are 
well-suited to being stereoscopically displayed. Techniques such as the offsetting of radial lens 
distortion through camera yaw are specifically designed to minimise vertical rather than 
horizontal disparity, and so are better suited to comfortable human viewing than to scene depth 
measurements. 
Human stereoscopic image viewing is currently much less common than human monoscopic 
image viewing. While monoscopic viewing can be a flexible and powerful technique for 
communicating visual information, stereoscopic viewing is superior when presenting images of 
complex three-dimensional scenes, especially when foreground and background are hard to 
distinguish monoscopically. However, stereoscopic images may be uncomfortable to view if 
vertical disparity is not minimised, and so the techniques described in this thesis should be 
considered when designing stereoscopic imaging systems f or this purpose. 
10.6.4 Telepresence 
Telepresence is an effect where a person experiences the world from a location which does not 
coincide with their physical location, and allows a person to participate in activities from a 
distance. Achieving telepresence depends on capturing, transmitting and recreating data for all 
of the human senses, and is generally a matter of degree, as no system can currently achieve 
this perfectly for all senses. 
Replicating a person's visual system requires the use of stereoscopy. Using a hardware- 
calibrated stereoscopic camera to capture the visual information allows the display of that 
information with a minimum of image processing, reducing the time difference between the 
virtual and physical viewpoints. As such, use of the techniques developed in this thesis for 
developing telepresence systems would be of benefit. 
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10.6.5 Medical imaging 
Medical imaging is often at the forefront of imaging technology. It is often valuable to obtain 
information from a variety of viewpoints, at a variety of wavelengths, and present this 
information to medical personnel in order to aid diagnosis or treatment. Such images are 
frequently complex, and may lack clear distinctions between image foreground and background, 
and these distinctions may be made more apparent through the use of stereoscopy. 
Stereoscopic video may also be used to enhance remote surgery, where a surgeon performs an 
operation at a large distance from the patient, driving a robot which performs the actual surgery. 
In order for such procedures to be carried out well, the surgeon must be able to view the subject 
in enough detail to successfully direct the apparatus. Stereoscopic imaging may assist in 
enhancing the perception of depth in the surgeon's images, but the images must be properly 
presented for the surgeon's comfortable viewing. This relies on camera calibration, and the 
calibration described in this thesis is highly suitable for this purpose. 
Because the laser alignment procedure described in chapter 5 is not based upon forming an 
image, the method does not depend on the wavelength at which a camera operates. The 
calibration technique is the same for any sensor, and the accuracy of the rotational calibration is 
not limited by the sensor resolution in the same way as, for example, conventional calibrations 
of low-resolution infrared image sensors. 
10.6.6 Remote operation of vehicles 
It is sometimes desirable to operate vehicles remotely. Usually this stems from the environment 
in which the vehicle operates, which may be too inhospitable, dangerous, small or remote to 
make use of an in situ human operator. Examples of areas where ROVs (Remotely Operated 
Vehicles) may be used include nuclear reactors, bomb disposal, excavations and planetary 
exploration. Stereoscopic imaging (compared to monoscopic imaging) allows the remote 
operator to more accurately assess the environment through which the vehicle is travelling, and 
this allows the operator to control the vehicle more appropriately. 
The small amount of post-processing required with a hardware calibrated stereoscopic camera 
means that images can be displayed more quickly than with software calibrations, reducing the 
time delay that the operator must cope with. 
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10.6.7 Stereoscopic image matching and scene analysis 
In stereoscopically analysing a scene, corresponding image features are normally required to 
be extracted. To aid this process, stereoscopic images are often rectified, warping the images 
so that corresponding points have no vertical disparity. This narrows the search space for 
matching points from the whole image to a single line, and allows matching algorithms to 
operate more quicidy and with fewer errors. 
Because the calibration in this thesis is designed to minimise vertical disparity, it may be used in 
place of rectification algorithms to optimise stereoscopic images for scene analysis. The error 
analysis in this thesis defines the search space over which any matching algorithm must 
operate, and the stable mounting means that a single calibration can determine this search 
space for all future images. 
This would make three-dimensional scene analysis f rorn stereoscopic images more simple and 
robust. 
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11 Appendices 
The following appendices give summaries of the laser alignment procedure, lens calibration 
procedure and point extraction algorithm. The summaries are not a substitute for sections 5 and 
6, and are intended as a practical guide for people who have read the relevant chapters and 
wish to use the methods therein to align and calibrate a stereoscopic camera pair. 
11.1 Laser alignment procedure 
I Assemble the equipment: optical bench, raised bench, camera rail, 900 L-piece, laser 
rail, laser, attenuating filter, laser rail slider with pinhole screen, camera mountings, 6- 
axis mount (example in Figure 50), optical post with small height-adjustable screen, 
screen. 
2 Set the equipment up as shown in Figure 51 
3 Warm the laser up for a minimum of 30 minutes 
4 Align the laser to the laser rail, using the laser rail slider with screen, as in Figure 48 
5 Align the camera rail at 900 to the laser rail using the 900 L-piece, as shown in Figure 
49 
6 Attach the left camera to the 6-axis mount 
7 Move the left camera to align the attenuated laser spot with the CCD centre 
8 Align the left camera approximately in roll, pitch and yaw using laser rail slider with 
pinhole screen 
9 Align the left camera in roll and pitch by sliding the post with screen around the bench, 
adjusting roll and pitch to give horizontal ly-diff racted beams in a plane parallel to the 
bench surface 
10 Fix crosshairs on the screen, aligned with a pair of horizontally widely diffracted points 
11 Fix the left camera in camera mounting 
12 Remove the 6-axis mount from the left camera, translate the camera rail to the left, 
slide the 6-axis mount to the right camera position 
13 Attach the right camera to the 6-axis mount 
14 Move the right camera to align the attenuated laser spot with the CCD centre 
15 Align the right camera in roll, pitch, yaw and Z by aligning the horizontally diffracted 
points with the crosshairs on the screen 
16 Align the right camera in Y using callipers, with an equal camera base to camera rail 
spacing to that of the left camera 
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17 Fix the right camera in the camera mounting 
18 Remove the 6-axis mount 
11.2 Lens calibration procedure 
1 Assemble the equipment: laser-aligned camera pair, connection to PC, pair of lenses, 
backlit calibration target with Gaussian blurred spots (to fill most of the overlapping 
fields of view of the cameras), apparatus to read lens focus barrel rotations. 
2 Fit the lenses to the cameras and fix the camera rail in position 
3 Position the target parallel to the camera rail, with the axis approximately aligned with 
an axis midway between the camerasý principal axes 
4 Take one image with each camera at sharpest focus (with maximum aperture) 
5 Process the images and extract the point sets 
6 Calculate the image scale of each point set 
7 Check to make sure the scales are within 0.24% of each other, if they are not, choose 
more closely matched lenses and start again from step 1 
8 Set minimum aperture on the lenses, high exposure time for the cameras, and adjust 
the camera gains and offsets to give good contrast between calibration points and 
background if necessary 
9 Take images with the left camera across the focal range to be calibrated, at regular 
angular intervals, repeating for n data sets (higher n demonstrates higher 
repeatability) 
10 Take images with the right camera across the focal range to be calibrated, at the 
same regular angular intervals as for the left camera, repeating for n data sets 
11 Process the images and extract the point sets 
12 Calculate the centre of mass, and the mean point-to-point distance (a measure of the 
image scale) for every point set 
13 Calculate the mean centre of mass for each camera's point set at each focal position, 
averaging over the n sets 
14 Fit a linear function to the total scale data across all results for each camera, of the 
form scale =a+b* focus position 
15 Use Equation 47 to calculate the right camera focus position as a function of left 
camera focus position 
16 For the range of measured left camera focus positions, calculate the right camera 
centre of mass values by linear interpolation 
17 Calculate the predicted image translations as the difference between the left camera 
centre of mass and the interpolated right camera centre of mass, for left camera focus 
positions and corresponding calculated (for equal scale) right camera focus positions. 
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Apply a correction for the effects of lens distortion, from modelling as described in 
section 6.1.10 
11.3 Point extraction procedure 
I Colour interpolate each image if necessary 
2 Set the initial threshold estimate, calibration point minimum separation value (will 
depend on size of calibration grid as seen by the camera), number of calibration 
points, fraction of threshold to centroid at (will depend on target contrast, lighting, 
camera response), centroid window size (will depend on the size of the points as 
imaged), and maximum point movement between images (will depend on target, lens 
stability and focus step size) 
3 Threshold the first image, rejecting any point above the threshold closer than the 
minimum separation value to a previously detected point, unless the pixel value is 
higher than that of the previously detected point, in which case the old point is 
overwritten with the new one. 
4 Count the thresholded points, if the number is higher than the number of calibration 
points then the threshold is increased and the process repeats from step 3, if the 
number is lower than the number of calibration points then the threshold is decreased 
and the process repeats f rom step 3, and if the number is equal to the number of 
calibration points then the process advances to step 5 
5 Each thresholded point should be centroided with the defined window size, with all 
pixels having values above the defined centroiding fraction multiplied by the threshold 
contributing to the centroid sum 
6 Steps 3 to 5 must be repeated for every image in the data set 
7 Points must be validated across images in the data set, any point without a 
corresponding (within the maximum point movement value) detected point in every 
image in the set being discarded 
8 The validated points should be recorded as the calibration point locations for each 
image, if there are a significant number of discarded points then results may be 
improved by manually adjusting initial parameter estimates to better suit the properties 
of the calibration images 
9 Steps 3 to 8 are repeated for each data set, and for each camera 
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